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Wholly Hypothetical Syllogisms 

SUSANNE BOBZIEN 

ABSTRACT 

In antiquity we encounter a distinction of two types of hypothetical syllogisms. 
One type are the 'mixed hypothetical syllogisms'. The other type is the one to 
which the present paper is devoted. These arguments went by the name of 
'wholly hypothetical syllogisms'. They were thought to make up a self-contained 
system of valid arguments. Their paradigm case consists of two conditionals as 
premisses, and a third as conclusion. Their presentation, either schematically or 
by example, varies in different authors. For instance, we find 'If (it is) A, (it is) 
B; if (it is) B, (it is) C; therefore, if (it is) A, (it is) C'. The main contentious 
point about these arguments is what the ancients thought their logical form was. 
Are A, B, C schematic letters for terms or propositions? Is 'is', where it occurs, 
predicative, existential, or veridical? That is, should 'A ?att' be translated as 'it 
is an A', 'A exists', 'As exist' or 'It is true/the case that A'? If A, B, C are term 
letters, and 'is' is predicative, are the conditionals quantified propositions or do 
they contain designators? If one cannot answer these questions, one can hardly 
claim to know what sort of arguments the wholly hypothetical syllogisms were. 
In fact, all the above-mentioned possibilities have been taken to describe them 
correctly. In this paper I argue that it would be mistaken to assume that in antiq- 
uity there was one prevalent understanding of the logical form of these argu- 
ments - even if the ancients thought they were all taLking about the same kind 
of argument. Rather, there was a complex development in their understanding, 
starting from a term-logical conception and leading to a propositional-logical one. 
I trace this development from Aristotle to Philoponus and set out the deductive 
system on which the logic of the wholly hypothetical syllogisms was grounded. 

At the close of antiquity we encounter a distinction of two types of hy- 
pothetical syllogisms. One type, sometimes called 'mixed hypothetical 
syllogisms', contain a mixture of complex and simple premisses; they en- 
compass e.g. arguments of the kind modus ponens.' The other type is the 
one to which the present paper is devoted. These arguments variously went 
by the names of 'syllogisms by analogy', 'hypothetical syllogisms', 'wholly 
hypothetical syllogisms', 'wholly hypothetical arguments', ' "through three" 
arguments', "'through three" syllogisms'. They were thought to make up a 
self-contained system of syllogisms or valid arguments. 

C Koninklijke Brill NV, Leiden, 2000 Phronesis XLV12 
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'I discuss this type of arguments and their system in Stoic philosophy in my 'Stoic 

syllogistic', Oxford Studies in Ancient Philosophy 1996, 133-92. 
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The paradigm case of these arguments consists of two conditionals as 
premisses, and a third one as conclusion, in which the antecedent clause 
of the first premiss is identical with that of the conclusion; the consequent 
clause of the first premiss corresponds to the antecedent clause of the sec- 
ond premiss; and the consequent clause of the second premiss is identical 
with that of the conclusion. The presentation of such arguments, either 
schematically or by example, varies slightly in different authors. For instance 
we find 

si est A est B; at si est B, est C: si igitur est A, necesse est ut sit C. (Boeth. HS 
2.9.5 Obertello) 
ci TO A, To B; ?i t6 B, TO F; ?i &pa ot A, To r (Alex. APr. 326.22-3) 
ei &v6pXono;, KQa 4Cov ?i ~4OV, ?Eo%UXOV ?i 6avOpono; aipa, ?.oWuXOV ([Amm.] 
APr. 67.24-30)- 
ei av6Pcim6; icEt, Wii6v ?CEtv, Ei tJO6v &ttv, oiaia iativ, ?i aipa avOponr6; sativ, 
oiaia oaEkiv (Alex. APr. 326.24-5) 

The main contentious point about these arguments is what the ancients 
thought their logical form was. Are A, B, C schematic letters for terms or 
for propositions? Do the arguments accordingly belong to term logic or 
propositional logic?2 Is 'is' (ectt, est), where it occurs, predicative, exis- 
tential, or veridical? That is, should for instance 'A iott' be translated as 
'it is an A', 'A exists', 'As exist' or 'It is true/the case that A'? If A, B, 
C are term letters, and 'is' is predicative, are the conditionals to be under- 
stood as some kind of quantified propositions (e.g. 'If anything is A, it is 
B') or as containing designators (e.g. 'If this thing here is A, it is B')? 

Evidently, if one cannot answer these questions, one can hardly claim 
to know what sort of arguments the hypothetical arguments at issue were. 
In fact, all the above-mentioned possibilities have at some time or other 
been taken to give the correct description of these arguments. In this paper 
I argue that it would be mistaken to assume that in antiquity there was 
one prevalent understanding of the logical form of these hypothetical ar- 
guments - even if the ancients themselves seem to have thought they were 
all talking about the same kind of argument all along. Rather, there was 
a complex development in the understanding of these arguments, starting 
from a term-logical conception and leading to a propositional-logical one. 

2 Some authors prefer to talk about sentences and sentence logic; so J. Barnes, in 
his comprehensive study 'Terms and sentences: Theophrastus on hypothetical syllo- 
gisms', Proceedings of the British Academy 69, 1983, 279-326 (T&S). For my pur- 
poses here this difference is of minor importance. 
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In the following I refer to the arguments under discussion as 'wholly 
hypotheticals' (abbreviated as 'WHs'), using this name as a neutral way 
of referring to whatever arguments at any particular stage were thought 
to belong to this particular class of arguments. Note that, following the 
ancient habit, I use the expression to denote formally valid arguments 
only. 

1. The deductive system of WHs 

Before I sketch the historical development of the WHs, let me present the 
deductive system the basic wholly hypotheticals (BWHs) were thought 
to form (i.e. the system of two-premiss WHs with simple component 
clauses). This system is neutral with respect to the different interpretations 
or developmental stages of the arguments - a fact that may have facili- 
tated the development. The easiest way of conceiving of this system is 
perhaps as follows:3 

. An argument has the syntactic structure of a BWH if it has this form: 
it has two premisses and a conclusion, each being a conditional of the 
general form 'If ?A, +B', in which '+A' and '+B' are called the com- 
ponents of the conditional (?A is the antecedent component, ?B the 
consequent component): 

1st premiss If ?A, +B 
2nd premiss If ?:, ?D 
conclusion If ?E, ?F 

'+A' is intended to leave the quality of the component indeterminate. 
It indicates that the component may be either a positive component, 
('A'), or a negative component, ('-A'). Negative and positive compo- 
nents are structurally on a par. (Typically, a negative component would 
contain a negative particle such as 'not' at a designated position, 
whereas a positive component would not contain such a particle.) 

. A mode is any schematic presentation of a WH which differs from an 
actual WH in that it has letters in place of ordinary language expres- 
sions such as nouns or clauses. 

I In the presentation of this system I have shamelessly helped myself to similar pre- 
sentations by Boethius (De hypotheticis syllogismis (HS) 2.9.1-3.6.4 Obertello) and 
Barnes, T&S; but note that Barnes, unlike myself, interprets the system as a system 
of sentence logic, not as neutral; that he attributes the whole system to Theophrastus; 
and that he gives structural rules that differ from mine. 
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* The system contains eight "axiomatic" modes, 1.1-8, namely 

1.1 If A, B 1.2 If -A, B 1.3 If A, -B 1.4 If -A, -B 
If B, C If B, C If -B, C If -B, C 
If A, C If -A, C If A, C If -A, C 

1.5 If A, B 1.6 If -A, B 1.7 If A, -B 1.8 If -A, -B 
If B, -C If B, -C If -B, -C If -B, -C 
If A, -C If -A, -C If A, -C If -A, -C 

These eight modes are the result of producing all the permutations of 
1.1 which one obtains by using a negative component instead of any 
one, two, or three different positive components. 

* The system of BHWs contains one rule, CR, a conversion rule, which 
operates on the conditionals. When applied it switches round the com- 
ponents of the conditional and at the same time changes the quality 
(negative or positive) of each component. If we use '?A*' to indicate 
the qualitative 'opposite' of ?A, the rule can be presented as 

CR If +A, +B 
If ?B*, +A* 

* By applying CR to the 'conclusions' of each of 1.1-8, one obtains 
another eight modes, 1.9-16.4 By applying CR to the 'first premisses' 
of 1.1-16 one obtains another sixteen modes, 2.1-16. By applying CR 
to the 'second premisses' of 1.1-16 one obtains another sixteen modes, 
3.1-16.1 We thus have a system of 48 modes of BWHs. 

* Let us call a component without any negation sign it may contain a 
bare component (e.g. the bare components of 'If A, -B' are 'A' and 'B'); 
and let us say that a bare component is in a component, if the latter is 
identical with it or surpasses it by a negation sign. It is then a neces- 
sary (but not sufficient) condition for an argument of the syntactic struc- 
ture of a BWH to be 'provable' in the system that the premisses share 
one bare component.6 Call this the shared component of the argument. 

' Strictly speaking, CR applies to arguments, not modes, and by applying CR to 
arguments in modes 1.1-8 one obtains arguments in another eight modes, namely 1.9- 
16, and so forth. I put 'premiss', 'conclusion', etc. in quotes, to indicate this fact. 

5 By applying CR to both the 'first and second premisses' of 1.1-16, one ends up 
with the same set of modes 1.1-16, with reversed 'premiss' order. Similarly, by apply- 
ing CR to any 'premiss' or 'conclusion' of 2.1-16 or 3.1-16 one obtains no new modes. 
More modes than 1.1-3.16 cannot be had in the system. 

6 Axioms 1.1-1.8 each contain a shared component, and any application of CR on 
a BWH preserves the bare components in each conditional. 
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Call those BWHs in which the shared component is in the antecedent 
component in one premiss, in the consequent component in the other, 
first figure BWI-Hs; those in which the shared component is in the ante- 
cedent component in both premisses, second figure BWHs; and those 
in which it is in the consequent component in both premisses, third 
figure BWHs. 

* A reduction is any use of CR on a premiss of a second or third figure 
argument which transforms the argument into a first figure argument; 
any use of CR on 1.9-16 arguments which transforms them into argu- 
ments of modes 1.1-8; and any two uses of CR that transforms an argu- 
ment from 2.9-16 or 3.9-16 to an argument of 1.1-8. 

All this may appear to be much ado about very little. However, if, like 
the proponents of this system of arguments, one has no concept of sub- 
stituting negative for positive components (no concepts of substitution and 
instantiation at all, perhaps), this may not be so. Moreover, whereas most 
would regard arguments in modes 1.1-1.8 as evidently valid, few would 
consider all arguments in modes 1.9-3.16 as evidently valid, and the reduc- 
tion by means of CR may thus be seen to provide sufficient reason for 
their validity. 

The system sketched so far covers BWHs only. The ancients also 
allowed for complex wholly hypotheticals, i.e. those with more than two 
premisses, of the form 'If A, B1; if B1, B2; . . . if Bn, C; therefore if A, C.' 
(and any arguments that can obtain this form by changing the order of the 
premisses or by using CR on any premisses and/or the conclusion.) These 
arguments can be reduced to BWI-Hs by using an inference rule IR (with 
n ? 1) 

IR If A, B,; if B,, B2. . . if Bn, C; therefore if A, C If A, C; if C, D; therefore if A, D 
If A, B,; if B,, B2.... if B,, C; if C, D; therefore if A, D. 

This is a rule of the cut type.7 Such rules were common in antiquity. One 
can easily see that the number of modes of complex WHs with three pre- 
misses is very large, let alone those of modes of complex WHs with four 
or more premisses. The distinction of figures cannot be transferred to com- 
plex WHs, except that one may want to call arguments in the above given 
'standard' form first figure complex WHs. 

7 In the lower line "therefore if A, C - If A, C;" is cut. 
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2. An outline of the development of the wholly hypothetical syllogisms 

Our evidence for WHs is patchy and heterogeneous. Any interpretation 
should ideally be such that it is consistent with the entire surviving evi- 
dence. However, even if one takes all relevant passages into account 
(which has, I think, so far not been done), there remain several consistent 
interpretations. Decisions between them need to be made on the basis of 
philosophical and historical plausibility. It would be too space-consuming 
to present all consistent interpretations, and then weigh up their persua- 
siveness. Instead, I present a story of the development of the WHs which 
I believe consistent with the evidence and historically and philosophically 
highly plausible. Two basic ideas form the main connecting thread in this 
story. First, many apparent difficulties in the sources disappear once one 
realizes that there was not one understanding of the WHs throughout 
antiquity, but several, the later ones developing from the earlier. Second, 
I assume that in the wake of Aristotle's term-logical syllogistic this pro- 
cess starts out from a term-logical perspective of syllogisms tout court and, 
presumably under the influence of Stoic logic, develops into a proposi- 
tional-logical understanding. That is - as one would naturally expect - the 
direction is from term-logic to propositional logic. In some more detail, 
the development, as I envisage it, was as follows:8 

The origin of the theory of WHs lies in a passage from Aristotle's Prior 

Analytics. In APr. I 32 47a28-31 Aristotle gives an example of an argu- 
ment in which the conclusion necessarily follows from the premisses (i.e. 
which is valid), but which is not a syllogism, since the premisses are not 
related in the required way. The argument is: 

(lex) &v6p6ntou 6Vto; a'viyact It being the case that being human 
Coov Etivat it is necessarily an animal 

KcXt 4jo oi oiav, and being an animal, a substance, 
azv0pCitoi ovtoq avay" being human, it is necessarily a 

o0aiav eival substance 

Slightly tidied up, its grammatical form (and 'mode') would be 

(llnoe Toi A 6vuo; 6&v&y1c1 TO B eIvat being A, it is necessarily B 
toi B OVTO; a&vaycri b FT Eivac being B, it is necessarily C 
tob A -vo; &vd a ao r Fb IF Va I being A, it is necessarily C 

x I restrict myself to WHs of the form 1.1. Peculiarities concerning arguments in 
the other modes and questions of reduction will be discussed later in sections 4 to 1t. 
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with A, B, C for terms. The phrase avva6yi <cart> indicates necessitas 
consequentiae. According to Aristotle's remarks in APr. I 32 47alO-40, 
the argument would become a proper (and that is categorical) syllogism 
if reformulated as 

(Oex) substance belongs to every animal 
animal belongs to every human being 
therefore substance belongs to every human being 

which is in modus Barbara 

(Omode) C belongs to every B 
B belongs to every A 
therefore C belongs to every A 

From (1) to (0) premisses and conclusion have each been transformed in 
the same way. On the assumption that the non-syllogistic valid argument 
(1) was regarded as reformulable as (0), it must be possible to understand 
it as - more or less - equivalent to (0). Thus premisses and conclusion in 
(1) have to be understood as something like 

(Cl) If anything is TA, it is necessary that it is TB. (with TA and TB for terms) 

i.e. as (expressing) a universally quantified conditional of sorts. This is a 
natural way of paraphrasing sentences of the kind 'TA 6V-rO; &v6y TB 
lvczi'.9 For they have exactly two terms (TA, TB), and there is no singu- 

lar subject term explicitly mentioned in either the genitive absolute or the 
main clause. 

So far what we find in Aristotle. From here a theory of WHs was devel- 
oped in a first step as follows: the argument from APr. I 32 was taken as 
a paradigm for a specific kind of argument, with standard formulations of 
examples and modes: 

(2e,) ?i 6vopwit6; Ent, 160,v i-atTI, If it is human, it is an animal 
?i (iiO6V ixnIV, ovaiai 6oaxiv, If it is an animal, it is a substance 
ci apa &vOpwrnoq ?T-uIv, o0i5aia Ea-riv. Hence, if it is human, it is an 

animal 

(2mn,e) ?i A Cati., B i?tlv, If it is A, it is B 
ci B ?nTt, r iGTiV, If it is B, it is C 
?i ap a A ?oar, r EaTtV. Therefore, if it is A, it is C. 

This would be the normal way of straightening out Aristotle's genitive 
absolute in Greek. The necessitas consequentiae is however no longer 

I Cf. Arist. Top. 112al7-19, &vOp.oirov rlvcat for 'something is a man'. 
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stated."' As long as (2) is also still regarded as reformulable as (0), it must 
be possible to paraphrase its conditionals as universally quantified, now 
as 

(C,') If anything is TA, it is TB 

This is again a natural reading, as there are again exactly two terms per 
conditional, and no explicit mention of a subject. From arguments of the 
form (2r,nce) a whole system of WHs was developed along the lines of the 
previous section. Since what was at issue is the relation between terms, 
for brevity, the arguments and their modes were also presented as 

(2'e,) e; aivOp(ono;, 44)ov, If human being, animal 
Oi 4ov, o05ia, If animal, substance 

Ei apa avOponco;, o5alia. Therefore, if human being, 
substance 

(2' node) ?ji T A, to B, If A, B 
?iTro B, oV , If B, C 
Ei apa To A, r6 IF. Therefore, if A, C 

Again, understanding the premisses and conclusion as conditionals of type 
(C,') seems natural. However, once the standard formulations (2) and (2') 
are generally adopted, even though (C, ) may be a natural reading of the 
conditionals taken in isolation (and is required for reformulation as (0) ), 
there are several ways of understanding the whole arguments. They are 
bound up with different ways of relating the six - implicit - grammatical 
subjects in the argument to each other. In a complete WH the cross-refer- 
ring can happen in three ways: 

(Al) (Al') (Al") 

If anything is TA, it is TB If anything is TA, it is TB If anything is TA, it is TB 
If anything is TB, it is Tc If it is TB, it is Tc If it is TB., it is Tc 
Hence, if anything is Hence, if anything is Hence, if it is TA, TA, 

TA. it is Tc it is Tc it is Tc 

If one tried to construct three - very roughly - corresponding complex 
propositions in the style of modem predicate logic the following would 
perhaps come closest: 

'0 If ava6ypl in APr. I 32 47a28-31 (= I,) had the function of an Aristotelian neces- 
sity operator, the categorical propositions in the reformulation (= 0) were perhaps all 
necessary propositions. In that case the modal operators from (1) may have been delib- 
erately dropped at some point, and the applicability of the system thus widened. 
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(T,) [Vx [Fx-+ Gx & Vx [Gx- Hx] 8Vx [Fx Hx] 
(T,') [Vx[ [Fx Gx] & [Gx HxI] Vx [Fx Hx] 

(T, ) Vtx[[ [FX GX] & [GX Rx3 [FX - HX] I 

But whereas the propositional formulae (T,), (T,'), and (T,") would be 
considered as tautologies and as equivalent to each other, there are some 
logically relevant differences between the three argument forms (A,), 
(A,'), and (A,"). (Al) can be reformulated in modus Barbara (see above), 
transforming the conditionals one by one; (A,'), and (A,") cannot. (A,") 
is in fact not an argument in a strict sense, since it does not have a detach- 
able conclusion (premisses and conclusion being as it were in the scope 
of one universal quantifier) - although this fact would not be apparent in 
the Greek formulation, and hence would not necessarily have been rec- 
ognized by the ancient logicians. And whereas (Al) may have been used 
in order to establish a relation between terms (TA, TB) on the basis of 
other relations between terms (TA, TB and TB, TC), (Al") could also be 
understood as establishing some fact about a particular thing - only that 
it has been left indeterminate which thing it is. A change in the under- 
standing of arguments of type (2) from (A,) to (A,") may have led to a 
more significant change the understanding of the logical form of the 
WHs. 

This change takes place at some point after the WHs are no longer 
regarded as needing reformulation as (0) in order to count as syllogisms, 
but are taken to be arguments that are valid because of their own specific 
form (and in the case of Wis of modes 1.1-8 as evidently so). It is per- 
haps triggered by bigger changes in the understanding of logic generally, 
its tasks and its justifications. Thus in Hellenistic philosophy it is no longer 
a fundamental task of syllogistic to provide necessary truths, derived from 
prior necessary truths, which involve generic terms only; this may be reflected 
in the fact that syllogisms which yield conclusions about individual things 
became the standard examples. Moreover, Platonists take Plato as highest 
authority in matters of logic, and seek to attest the use of all kinds of syl- 
logisms by Plato in his dialogues. An interest in WH-type arguments that 
deal with individual things may have arisen either way. In any case, at 
some point the interpretation of arguments of the linguistic forms (2) and 
(2') changed, so that conditionals 'if (it is) TA, (it is) TB' are now read as 
of the logical form: 

(C2) If S is TA, S is TB (with S as singular term and logical subject) 

and the whole arguments as of the logical form: 
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(A,) If S is TA, S is TB; 
if S is TB, S is TC; 
therefore, if S is TA, S is Tc. 

This new understanding may have been arrived at in two different ways: 
either each individual conditional in reading (Al) may have obtained a 
new understanding, from (C,) to (C2); or (Al') 'If anything is TA, it is 
TB ...' may have been taken as some sort of general schema, in which 
individual arguments can be instantiated: 'If it (i.e. this thing S) is TA, it 

is TB...'. Whichever way the change happened, the resulting form (A,) 
differs in a logically significant way from (Al) - (A,"). For now the first 
conditional in the argument is taken to contain a (hidden) designator in 
its antecedent clause; and in its consequent clause the same designator or 
a cross-reference to what the designator in the antecedent clause desig- 
nates. The remaining conditionals contain in their antecedent and conse- 
quent clauses either the same designator or cross-references to a previous 
occurrence of it. (As a result every clause of the argument has the same 
referent.) Replacing all cross-references by the designator, we obtain inde- 
pendent component sentences in the antecedent clause and consequent clause. 
Thus we now have three (instead of the previous two) terms in each con- 
ditional: two generic predicate terms, and one singular term which occurs 
as subject term in both clauses of the conditional. This latter term may be 
wholly implicit, as in arguments of the linguistic form (2) or (2'). But it 
can also be explicit, in examples such as: 

(2/3,,) If the One has no parts, it does not have a limit. 
If it does not have a limit, it does not partake in shape. 
Therefore, if the One has no parts, neither does it partake in shape. 

Here interpretations (A,) to (Al") are no longer possible. 

From this stage in the development of WHs to propositional logic it is 
only one step. For every conditional of the form (C2) also has the form 

(CO) If P. Q. (with P and Q for propositions) 

and every argument of the form (A2) also has the form 

(A3) If P, Q; 
if Q, R; 
therefore if P, R. 

If we assume that the logic of WHs was expounded mainly by means of 
examples (not with argument schemata - at least there no longer occur any 
schematic presentations of WHs in the relevant sources), we can see how 
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this is only a matter of switching perspective as to what for the validity 
of a WH are the logically relevant components of the conditionals. Take 
the above example (2/3ex). So far it has been interpreted as an argument 
of form (A,): 

If the One is TA, it (i.e. the One) is TB. 
If it (i.e. the One) is TB, it (i.e. the One) is Tc. 
Therefore, if the One is TA, it (i.e. the One) is Tc. 

Now consider first that the logicians of the time have available the con- 
cept of conditionals of the form (C) 'If P, Q', and second that they accept 
as valid arguments of forms such as 'If P, Q; P; therefore Q'. Such logi- 
cians would presumably be tempted to read the form of the example 
(2/3ex), instead of as.(A2), as (A). But once arguments such as (2/3ex) have 
been accepted as valid because they have form (A), of course also argu- 
ments which have different subject terms in antecedent and consequent of 
the conditionals can be allowed, e.g. 

(3ex) If the sun is above the earth, it is day. 
If it is day, it is light. 
Therefore, if the sun is above the earth, it is light. 

And at that point we have reached a full propositional-logical under- 
standing of the WHs. This is the story of the historical development of 
WHs I suggest. There are from the point of view of logic two equally 
important steps in this development: one from an understanding of the 
conditionals in terms of universal quantification to an understanding of 
them in terms of designators (from (A,)-(A,'') to (A2), or stage 1 to stage 
2); the other from a term-logical perspective to a propositional-logical one 
(from (A,) to (A3), or stage 2 to stage 3). In the following I hope to move 
from fiction to fact and to substantiate the story with our extant texts on 
WHs, at the same time providing more details about the respective theo- 
ries at each stage. 

3. The evidence 

In order to keep the main part of the paper as uncluttered as possible with 
historical and philological interruptions, I here adduce separately a brief 
survey of the available evidence, together with some general remarks 
about the nature of the sources. Apart from one detailed work on hypo- 
thetical syllogisms (Boethius' De hypotheticis syllogismis, HS), our iden- 
tifiable sources are all either commentaries on Aristotle's Prior Analytics 
(by Alexander, Philoponus, [Ammonius], and various scholia), or belong 
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to a tradition of very brief outlines of the entire Peripatetic-Platonist syl- 
logistic (e.g. in Alcinous, Didasc. ch. 6). The two groups overlap. This ori- 
gin of the passages on WHs already hints at the fact that the WHs and 
their development are a specifically Peripatetic-Platonist affair. There is 
no evidence that the Stoics ever distinguished such a kind of argument.' 
WHs are absent in all our main sources for Stoic logic, such as Sextus 
Empiricus, Diogenes Laertius, Gellius or even Galen. 

Theophrastus is the first philosopher we know to have dealt systemat- 
ically with WHs. We do not have any direct evidence for his theory, but 
are dependent on reports of much later authors. Alexander's Commentary 
on Aristotle's Prior Analytics is the earliest extant work in which WHs 
are mentioned. Alexander wrote almost 500 years after Theophrastus. 
Much happened in logic in the meantime, although we have little first- 
hand evidence. Stoic propositional logic, an enormous, elaborate, system, 
had been developed in the 3rd and 2nd centuries BC. It had been studied 
by Peripatetics at least from the first century BC onwards. As a result, 
post-Theophrastean interpretations of early Peripatetic logic and later 
developments within Peripatetic logic are coloured by their authors' knowl- 
edge of propositional logic. All this can be clearly witnessed in the devel- 
opment of modus ponens type arguments. However, the WHs are a special 
case, since there was no Stoic model for them, and hence the influence of 
Stoic propositional logic on the WHs is more subtle and less tangible than 
in the case of other types of arguments. 

Using the Aristotle commentators as evidence for the logic of their time 
or for the history of logic up to any particular commentator is generally 
a difficult enterprise. Alexander, and presumably most of the commen- 
tators, were perfectly familiar with contemporary logic. They were all 
acquainted at least with the elements of Stoic logic. (Alexander has de- 
tailed first-hand knowledge of it.) They all report views of logicians that 
wrote long before their time (such as Theophrastus, Eudemus, Chrysippus, 
Galen, Alexander), and we may conjecture that the works of some 'inter- 
mediate Peripatetics', such as Boethus and Aristo, and Alexander's teacher 
Herminus (who wrote on the Prior Analytics), also left their traces. We 
can thus assume neither that everything we find in a commentator's text 
which is not marked as someone else's view is contemporary logic, or the 
commentator's view; nor that what is marked as some earlier philoso- 

I Cf. my 'The Stoics on hypotheses and hypothetical arguments', Phronesis 1997, 
299-312. 
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pher's view is uncontaminated by later developments. Commentators are 
intrinsically conservative, and seldom flag what is their own view, or their 
innovation. They tend to adopt, adapt, improve, expand, shorten, summa- 
rize, juxtapose, criticise, misinterpret, or misunderstand what they find in 
their predecessors. Thorough reading of the commentaries strongly sug- 
gests that overall consistency or even homogeneity of view in one book 
was not sought, or if sought, was certainly not achieved. Commentators 
are conservative also in the sense that their main goal is to present and 
explicate the views of Aristotle to their contemporaries. Hence Aristotelian 
terminology and approach may prevail even where modem terminology 
and later theories on the same topic exist and are known to the commen- 
tator. As a result of all this we frequently find in different parts of a com- 
mentary, or even side by side, bits of textual exegesis from different 
epochs, without any mention of the fact. This becomes obvious for ex- 
ample in the many inconsistencies, in the frequent use of parallel sets of 
technical terms, lists of alternative explanations of a passage or phrase, 
simply connected by 'or else . . .' or 'perhaps rather. . .', often without the 
commentator taking a stand himself. Occasionally we find two or more 
interpretations of an Aristotle passage, all plainly inadequate. Another 
peculiar feature in the commentaries (which is the upshot of the com- 
mentators' acquaintance with contemporary and historical views, and the 
fact that it is Aristotle whom they explain) is that we may find two or 
even more nomenclatures (Aristotelian, early Peripatetic, Stoic, later Peri- 
patetic) blended together in one and the same passage but still describing 
conflicting or ill-matching bits of theories. 

All this makes it extremely difficult to date individual comments or pas- 
sages with any reasonable precision (except in some cases where parallel 
information from other datable authors is available). Temporal ranking of 
passages is sometimes possible, as well as separating out different strands 
and traditions of influences, and establishing dependencies of one com- 
mentator on another, or on a shared source. The fact remains that most 
commentators present some sort of historical mosaic, where the origin of 
many individual elements can be ascertained if at all only approximately. 
For the history of the WHs this means more specifically that different pas- 
sages from the same commentator may belong to different developmental 
stages. We cannot simply take a passage from one part of the book in 
order to sort out one from another part, nor can we assume that a partic- 
ular passage actually presents the view of the commentator on WHs; and 
generally, the historical claims of the commentators have to be viewed 
with a critical eye. 
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Here is a list of the surviving evidence on WHs, in what I consider 
their rough historical order. My account of their development is based on 
this classification. The ordering here can be no more than approximate, 
because one and the same passage often conflates material from different 
periods. In the list I indicate material of earlier origin in a passage as 'a 
source of x'. (The developmental stages are added in brackets.) 

* Aist. APr. I 32 47alO-40, in particular 28-30 (stage 0) 
* a source of Alex. APr. 347.15-348.23 (together with Alex. APr. 22.25-30); a 

source of Alex. APr. 326.8-14, 20-2, 328.1-5; a source of Philop. APr. 302.14- 
15; a source of Anon. Latin Scholium in APr. 1 29 (Minio-Paluello); a source 
of [Amm] APr. 67.24-30 (stage 1) 

* Boethius HS 2.9.1-3.6.4; a source of Anon. Greek Scholium in Org. (Waitz); 
(stage la)'2 

* a source of Alex. APr. 326.20-328.6; Philop. APr. 302.6-23; [Amm] APr. 
67.24-30, Anon. Latin Scholium in APr. I 29 (stage lb) 

* Alcin. Didasc. 158.23-7, 159.7-24 (stage 2) 
* Alex. APr. 374.21-35 (stages 11213) 
* Alex. APr. 330.28-30, 265.13-19, 348.9-19; 390.16-19 (stages 11213) 
* Philop. APr. 413.8-24; Boethius HS 1.6.2-3, 1.8.6-9.1; Anon. Greek Scholium 

in Org. (Waitz) (stages 11213) 
* Philop. APr. 243.11-36; Scholium in Amm. APr. XI.1-6; (stage 3)'" 

I now begin with the story, telling it in what I consider the chronological 
order of events. 

4. Aristotle expanded: Theophrastus and the first generation of Peripatetics 

There is a passage in Alexander which is evidence that someone in anti- 
quity (presumably before Alexander) thought that Aristotle's second 
example in APr I 32 was a WH.'4 Alexander reports three alternative 

12 Among the medieval sources, Garlandus Compotista Dialectica 6; Abelard 
Dialectica; Walter Burleigh De Puritate Artis Logicae, Tractatus Longior; Holobolos 
tri. of Boethius' HS all follow Boethius, and thus preserve stage 1 (see K. lerodiako- 
nou, 'The Hypothetical Syllogisms in the Greek and Latin Medieval Traditions', 
Cahiers de L'institut du Moyen-age Grec et Latin 66, Copenhagen 1996, 96-116). 

' A number of Byzantine texts, in the tradition of Philop. APr. 243.11-36, are fur- 
ther evidence for stage 3: Anon. Log.&Quadr. 38 30.16-32.7 Heiberg; Psellus, Scholia 
in APr., ff.120v-121r (Vat. gr. 209) = ff.158v-159r (Vat. gr. 243); Blemmydes 'Etritopi 
Aoymif; 973-980; Holobolos' Scholia on Boethius' HS (cf. D.Z. Nikitas, 1982); 
John Pediasimus in APr. 43.31-45.8; two anonymi (see Ierodiakonou, 'Medieval 
Traditions'). 

'1 The passage implies that Alexander thought that Aristotle himself knew and dis- 
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explanations of this passage (Alex. APr. 347.15-348.23); the second con- 
nects Aristotle's example (quoted in section 2) with the wholly hypothet- 
ical arguments: 

Evidently he means by these <sentences> also that the so-called 'through three' 
argument has its consequence <that it being the first, it is the third> from neces- 
sity, but not syllogistically, and that neither the 'through three' argument nor gen- 
erally the so-called wholly hypothetical is a syllogism. This may perhaps rather 
be the reason why in the case of the example 'again, if it being a human being 
it is necessary for it to be an animal' he said 'but this has not yet been syllo- 
gized - for the premisses are not related in the way we have said', for they were 
taken neither probatively'5 nor universally. For there would be a syllogism if they 
were taken in this way: 'every human being is an animal, every animal a sub- 
stance'. But taken in the above way, that which results is necessary but it does 
not result syllogistically, since every syllogism sets out to show that something 
belongs or does not belong.'6 (Alex. APr. 348.9-19) 

Thus Aristotle's 'it being a human being it is necessary for it to be an 
animal' (&AvOpdrnou 6vro; 6v&yKq ~C,ov ltvwx) was considered as the premiss 
of a WH, and hence as an alternative way of saying 'if it is a human 
being, it is an animal' (?i &vOpoo6; EXt, l60v iott).'7 An argument with 
this conditional as first premiss and 'if it is an animal, it is a substance' 
as second premiss is regarded as becoming a proper syllogism if refor- 
mulated as 'every human being is an animal, every animal a substance, 
etc.' (u&; a`vOppoq r Cpov, etc.). 

This is supported by a comment by Alexander on the tCp tarnta eIvax 
clause of Aristotle's definition of the syllogism (Arist. APr. 24b20), in 

cussed WHs as a particular type of arguments (and so do some other passages, e.g. 
Philop. APr. 413.8-24), but this may be little more than wishful thinking. 

'" The use of 8ElKTtxCo(o instead of a form of Kicc"yoptwk6, suggests an early origin 
for this passage. 

16 &ijo; 6E ?aTI 6& to{tw KiI xov 8tl xTptdv XEy6giEVOV XOyov ?' ava&ycf; piV X&7oV 
EX??V TO ?EtOJeVOV TO TOV lpo.fTOOV OVTOT TO TpiTOV ElVClt, 01.) 4TflV (UJJO7yt.TtKO);, O)6 EtVOI 

TOv &ta tptl)v XOyov crAXoyijoiv ou& 6oi; x6v 5i 6O>v I'oOOTiKOv Xv_y6givov. lO6 Kai 

a o&XXov 8'6vaxwat toi5 ntxpcx8syto; Toi "ni&tv ?t av pcnouo 6vTo; &va6yrn r:ov 

rtlvcu sipmK?VCCt t6 "&X ov1rEo at)xXrX6,ytGTa ov yap ?Xouviv ai tpoTdarsE;, 6; 
EUOIEV", O'It 8CUCtWCKO) FRn&? ICa06Xot) CXiPNjaoGv. EalTC yap VXXoy1.og, av OVITO 

Xjp0t "i&; a&vOpono; 4Cov, it&v 5Cov osai&c". EKeiwo; 6? Xrjp0EvCov &vapyKcXov pV1 
TO O1.4PkliVOV OXV 16V g O7IxXOyluTum)1, E7EEtI T(1 (a XXoyiaOi; KsrIat ti&pyXyv 8i' p1jn 

XEIV 8EIMVXVacl. 
" Philop. APr. 413.8-24 (discussed in section 8), too, calls an argument with con- 

ditionals in genitive absolute formulation, as in Arist. APr. I 32, a syllogism 'through 
three'. 
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which Alexander connects the clause with APr 1 32: 'and <it is> also because 
of arguments which do not have canonical premisses and which must be 
transformed in order for there to be a syllogism,' and after having adduced 
Aristotle's first illustrative argument continues: 'The conclusion does not 
come about "inasmuch as the premisses are the case"; rather, the pre- 
misses must be transformed.' (Alex. APr. 22.25-30). 

In Aristotle's second example - we can assume - 'it being a human 
being it is necessary for it to be an animal' needs to be transformed to 
'every human being is an animal' (cf. Alex. APr. 347.10-14). This trans- 
formation requires that the terms of the conditionals be made determinate. 
In the first premiss of the WH 'human being' is indeterminate as to its 
quantity. In the transformed version 'every human being is an animal' it 
is determinate, namely universal - and only when understood in this way 
is the original argument a syllogism. The WHs of mode 1.1 are thus not 
assumed to be proper syllogisms as they stand, since they do not have 
the right form (parallel to what Aristotle says in APr. I 32). They become 
proper syllogisms only when their premisses and conclusion are suitably 
transformed (e-taxXnqyvat). So far the commentary on Arist. APr. 1 32. 

I now turn to Theophrastus' theory of WHs. I imagine Theophrastus' 
logical activities as mainly systematizing and expanding on Aristotle's logic, 
always remaining close to his teacher's theory. He studied the Prior Analytics 
carefully, and elaborated on many of those types of arguments which 
Aristotle mentions or hints at, but which he does not discuss in the 
Organon: various kinds of syllogisms from a hypothesis (some of which 
became later the 'mixed' hypothetical syllogisms), prosleptic syllogisms 
and WHs. 

We know very little about Theophrastus' position on WHs. Our direct 
evidence comes from a couple of passages in Alexander (Alex. APr. 326.8- 
12, 20-2, 328.2-5), from Philoponus (Philop. APr. 302.6-19), and from a 
Latin Scholium in APr. (Arist. Lat. vol. 3.4 pp. 320.7-16 Minio-Paluello), 
henceforth the 'Latin Scholium'.'8 In all these texts later views about the 
WHs are known to the authors and where exactly Theophrastus' view ends 
and the more modern view begins is often not clear. Philoponus writes: 

Theophrastus called 'wholly hypothetical' those <syllogisms> which take both 
the premisses and the conclusion from a hypothesis.'" (Philop. APr. 302.9-10) 

18 This scholium belongs to the group of Latin Scholia in APr. which J. Shiel 
believes to be translations by Boethius of the (lost) commentary on APr. I by [Philoponus3; 
J. Shiel, Vivarium 1982, 188-141. 

6i 6X1o 6? iiroOrETioi; K 6Ka1 0 E6PpaaTOq rOi K ta ; Ta p nPoTa1; KQai To 
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And Alexander reports: 

The wholly hypotheticals, which Theophrastus calls '<syllogisms> by analogy', 
such as are those called 'through three'20 (Alex. APr. 326.8-9) 

and just before he presents his own view on the WHs: 

But the wholly hypotheticals are reduced to the three above-mentioned figures 
<i.e. of categorical syllogisms> in a different manner, as Theophrastus has shown 
in the first book of his Prior Analytics.2' (APr. 326.20-2) 

and immediately after he has presented his own view on the figures of the 
WHs: 

However Theophrastus in the first book of his Analytics says that in the case of 
the wholly hypotheticals the second figure is the one in which the premisses begin 
from the same <term> and end in different ones, whereas the third is the one in 
which the premisses begin from different <terms> but end in the same. But we 
set them out the other way around.22 (Alex. APr. 328.2-5) 

From these passages we can infer that Theophrastus acknowledged those 
arguments which were later called 'wholly hypothetical' as a special kind 
of syllogisms, and that he discussed them, their figures and their reduc- 
tion, in his Prior Analytics. We have no examples for Theophrastean WHs 
or conditionals. But since Alexander in his report on WHs (below, sec- 
tion 6) mentions no differences between his and Theophrastus' theory of 
WHs besides the order of the figures, it appears that there were no obvi- 
ous discrepancies in linguistic appearance between Theophrastus' WHs 
and those Alexander presents. Thus I presume that his (basic) WHs con- 
sist of two hypothetical premisses and a hypothetical conclusion,23 that 
they have three terms in their premiss-pairings, of which exactly one is 

OugvE,pcaicL E't U1EoeEGF(o5 Xa.CIa&vovxa;, see also Philop. APr. 302.6-7 and cf. the 
Latin Scholium 'Dicit autem (i.e. Theophrastus) "per totum hypotheticos" qui et propo- 
sitiones omnes et conclusionem habent hypotheticam...' 

20 oi 1' "?,XV tEo6F-Ti, ?S eewp OE o; KaTcx &vCXoyicav X&yt, OlOi ItgCV oi 8t& 

Tp1ptwv Xa-y6Fr?vot. That Theophrastus called them 'syllogisms' is clear from the context, 
e.g. Alex. APr. 326.12-14, quoted below. 

21 ' I I , I IB..5 . n \ 
IXVOYOVTCXt ?IVTOt KX Ot 01 OO)V 1O6100OTIKOt ?i; T& TpXtp Ta ipOEFltpjVva aXtaTa 

a"UtX TpOnO, 6t KaiX ErpaoTOq 6E6??XEV EV To) 7tp(tq Tow npoTepoV &vakvTc&v. 
22 E0r6pauT0o p?vTot ?v -r(j irpoTepq Trv 'AVXkOTIKWOV &UTEpOV (Txiua X&y?t ev To01 

5i 6OWV no6Z Etucoi; rlVcu, ?V ) p6pxOgvvac a&ro TOU auTou (XI npOTaC(TrI; XiYyonOWv ?Ei 

?TEpa, TpiTOV &E, ?V J al6o 5wpX6pv hipX6eOEvrn ?,hyOtOIV ?15 TctUTOv. &vhilWi.tv 6' iWE 

23 This is also suggested by Philop. APr. 302.9-10 and the Latin Scholium (quoted 
above). 
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shared by the premisses, and that the linguistic form e.g. of arguments in 
mode 1.1 was something like 'If <it is> TA, <it is> TB; if <it is> TB, <it 
is> Tc; therefore if <it is> TA, <it is> Ti.' I assume that Theophrastus 
considered his WHs as term-logical, since (i) nothing in our evidence 
speaks against this assumption, (ii) the theories that developed from his 
were term-logical (see below), and (iii) his claim of the reducibility of the 
WHs to categorical syllogisms makes a lot more sense that way (see 
below). It is possible that Theophrastus developed his theory from the above- 
quoted Aristotle passage, since the passages that include reports of Theo- 
phrastus' views on WHs, and which evolved from his theory, use this very 
example, if in conditional formulation (Alex. APr. 326.24-5, the Latin 
Scholium).24 

From Alexander's third passage (Alex. APr. 328.2-5, see above) we can 
further infer that Theophrastus distinguished three figures of WHs, and 
what they were. Since Alexander mentions no difference between Theo- 
phrastus' and his own view about the first figure, we can assume that 
(at least on the surface) there was none. The order of the terms in Theophras- 
tus' first figure premiss pairings should thus be AB, BC. His three figures 
then have the following order of terms in their premiss pairings: (1) AB, 
BC; (2) BA, BC; (3) AB, CB. The figures thus display a superficial struc- 
tural similarity to those of Aristotle's categorical syllogisms based on the 
position of the shared or middle term: Aristotle formulated his categori- 
cal propositions characteristically with the predicate term before the sub- 
ject term, e.g. 'A does not belong to some B'.25 If we restrict ourselves 
to the order of the terms in Aristotle's syllogisms, we can schematically 
present the premiss pairings of the three categorical figures as (1) CB, BA; 
(2) BC, BA; (3) CB, AB.26 The analogy between the figures of the WHs 
and those of the categorical syllogisms is thus plain. 

This explanation tallies with what Philoponus suggests about Theo- 
phrastus' first figure; 

For when we say 'if A, also B, if B, also C' and conclude 'hence if A, also C', 
then A is analogous to the minor term, i.e. the subject, B to the middle, which 
is predicated of A and subject of C, which is analogous to the major term; hence 
this will be the first figure.27 (Philop. APr. 302.16-19) 

24 It seems that Theophrastus proceeded in a similar way with the so called proslep- 
tic premisses and syllogisms, which are based on Aristotle APr. 49bl4-33, esp. 49b27- 
30; 58a29-32, b8-10; 58b37-8, 59a28-9. 

25 e.g. Arist. APr. 25al7-18, 25b37-9, 26a23. This form of wording was adopted 
by Theophrastus, cf. Alex. APr. 31.4-10, Philop. APr. 48.1 1-18. 

26 Cf. e.g. Arist. APr. 1 32 47bl-7. 
27 oTav yap i'irMoiv "Ei t6 A, caIt r, Co i TO B, cai TO r i eta aurnEpavWgiv "ri TO 
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Philoponus is slightly sloppy here. To bring out this analogy to the first 
figure categorical syllogisms ('C belongs to... B; B belongs to... A; C 
belongs to ... A') more clearly, I add indices 'WH' and 'cs' to indicate to 
which type of syllogism Philoponus each time refers: 

... then AWH is analogous to the minor termcs, i.e. the subjectcs, BWA'H to the 
middlecs, which is predicated of ACS and subject of Ccs, <and CWH> is analogous 
to the major termcs; hence this will be the first figure. 

Thus the WH consequent term is analogous to the major term, the WH 
antecedent term to the minor term in the (conclusions of the) categorical 
syllogisms. If we add this analogy to Alexander's statement about 
Theophrastus' 2nd and 3rd WH-figures, we receive the following extended 
picture of the analogy between the figures (with the indexes 'M' and 'm' 

to indicate the major and minor terms respectively, B for the middle 
term, and 'of' as short for 'is predicated of'): 

First Figure Second Figure Third Figure 

CM of B If A, B B of CM If B, A CM of B If A, B 
B of Am If B, C B of A, If B, C Am of B If C, B 
CM of A,m If A, C CM of Am If A, C CM of A, If A, C 

The most vexing question about Theophrastus' WHs is how he envisaged 
them to be reduced to categorical syllogisms. Alexander's report (quoted 
above), that Theophrastus thought that they 'are reduced to the three 
above-mentioned figures <i.e. of categorical syllogisms> in a different 
manner' is supported by several other passages. Philoponus writes: 

Theophrastus says that these <i.e. the wholly hypotheticals, cf. Philop. APr. 302.13>, 
too, can be reduced to the three figures.28 (Philop. APr. 302.14-15) 

and the Latin Scholium has: 

A aipca, Kat TO r", avaXoyi c6 iEv A ikXa&ovI 6pcO Kcad It'OKEtgEVOW, Tr 6iE B i&r KaT- 
yopoug'vo piv rcoi5 A iOK tLvo 

' )~ F, 6tp&coyr-i JsEiovt 6p O)T ixo ra YOpOU?VX ~ IIEKEVE ,V EO zslv ?T OR?p avakoe ?i0I OpG) CTE ?VT(O; EOTOCt 

TO np&nov aXiga. This analogy with minor and major term of the categorical syllo- 
gisms is absent in Alexander, from whom Philoponus seems to have drawn for some 
of what he says about WHs; it may thus be Theophrastus' own. (In any case we would 
expect this correspondence of terms for WH-mode 1.1 and modus Barbara.) Note how- 
ever that immediately afterwards Philoponus wrongly attributes Alexander's order of 
the 2nd and 3rd figures to Theophrastus, and that the analogy may originate from a 
later time. 

28?Y? bO Oc'6PpaYTO; 0Ti &vVaVTax Kal OUTOI UO TOr Tpt(X (XIgijxaxa avaiyeaal. 
'Reduced to the three figures' means that each such syllogism reduces to at least one 
of these figures - as is clear from the context in Aristotle APr. 1 29, i.e. the passage 
on which all the texts on reduction are comments (in particular APr. 45b38-41). 
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Here Theophrastus tries to argue otherwise, claiming that the wholly hypotheti- 
cal syllogisms do not require this manner <of reduction>.29 (T 113D) 

There is moreover a parallel passage in [Amm.] APr. 67.24-31: 

... not only the hypothetical syllogisms that are mixed from a categorical and a 
hypothetical syllogism are reduced to the three figures by means of the categor- 
ical <syllogism>, but also the wholly hypothetical ones (if human, animal; if ani- 
mal, animate; hence if human, animate) and the prosleptic syllogisms are reduced 
to the three figures;... but the wholly hypothetical syllogisms and the proslep- 
tic syllogisms do not belong to the three figures by means of something else, as 
all the mixed hypotheticals, but because of their own structure.30 

The context of the passages makes clear that the way in which the WHs 
are not reduced is that in which the 'other syllogisms from a hypothe- 
sis' are reduced (Arist. APr. I 42), i.e. those which have a categorical sec- 
ond premiss. The latter were traditionally reduced by selection (EKxko), 

i.e. by proving the categorical premiss through a categorical syllogism by 
selecting a middle term for this premiss.3' The syllogism from a hypoth- 
esis has then - indirectly - been proved by a categorical syllogism and is 
thus reduced to one of the categorical figures. This method does not work 
for the WHs, because they have no categorical premiss and a categori- 
cal syllogism can have no hypothetical conclusion.32 It is less easy to say 
what the reduction of WHs to categorical syllogisms did consist in. The 

[Ammonius] passage suggests that it works not by the addition of further 
premisses, but by means of the structure of the WHs, presumably by trans- 
forming one or more of its premisses. 

29 'hic Theophrastus conatur redarguere, per totum hypotheticos syllogismos 
inquiens non indigere huiusmodi via.' (T 113D) 

-?90. ov ,uovov oi b)toOETtUOI, 01 JIKTOi EK KQtTfl'OplKOl Dk0Aoytojio Kai 0)1toOcKKOb 

Ei ta tpia o%jiaTa cvcyovtri 8ta JIEOOt1 Ot) Kr flsOt aXa icat 01 6t' oXo).i U1tO3Ec1KOI 

Ei aivOp&ntoq, Ksa :Z)OV ?i 5OOV, EFRW)XOV ?i avOp(ono; apCa E )Xov - Kal oi 01 cata 

nrpo6aXTWv 68 ouJXoyYtTAoi Tc; zT Tpia oYxiwXata avayovTat... KaX o6IS boa ?tao0 

axol. Ei4 ta Tpia CaF.taa TEXOiGI oi bi' OXOXJ AMoOETWKoi I' oi 0W1aa npoikTIov, 
KcaOUzEp it6vxTC oi Rmtoi z)1ro0EtlKoi, X 6ukk'a 8tiv a' ciVv iV rv oiKiciav. (The same 
example occurs in Boethius HS 2.9.6.) I assume that this passage reports a thought 

that ultimately goes back to Theophrastus, since the prosleptic syllogisms were as far 
as we know Theophrastus' invention (passages on prosleptic syllogisms are collected 
as T 10 A-D in Fortenbaugh), and Theophrastus is the only philosopher who is said 
to have held that the WHs reduce differently from the later so called mixed hypo- 
thetical syllogisms. 

-1 Cf. Barnes, T&S, 386 n. 3, 387 n. 1. 
32 So pointed out rightly by the author of the Latin Scholium. 
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We cannot rule out entirely that Theophrastus' reduction of the WHs 
to categorical syllogisms consisted in nothing but pointing out the super- 
ficial structural similarity between them which I outlined above. I prefer 
to think that he thought that this analogy provided the basis for a reduc- 
tion of a logically more significant kind. If Theophrastus considered Arist. 
APr. I 32 as presenting the core idea of such a reduction, which would 
be unfolded along the lines of the above-quoted commentary on the pas- 
sage (Alex. APr. 348), then we can assume a closer relation at least between 
modus Barbara and WH-mode 1.1.11 

A WIH would reduce to a categorical syllogism in this stronger sense, 
if its validity was derived from the latter; that is, if one can logically trans- 
form it into a categorical syllogism. Or at least it must be possible to 
understand it in such a way that it logically follows from the categorical 
syllogism. This can be done in any straightforward sense only if the argu- 
ments are understood as term-logical and as involving some sort of uni- 
versal quantification; e.g. a WH of mode 1.1 must be taken roughly along 
the lines of 

(A,) If anything is TA, it is TB; if anything is TB, it is Tc; therefore if anything 
is TA, it is Tc. 

We should hence understand the Theophrastean conditionals accordingly, 
and as logically transformable to categorical propositions of the form 
'Every TA is TB'. 

In a related context it has been objected to such a logical transformation 
that a proposition 'If it (i.e. anything) is TA, it is TB' does not imply the 
existence of anything that is TA, whereas Aristotle's 'Every TA is TB' does.34 
Now, it is true that an Aristotelian universal premiss 'Every TA is TB' implies 
the existence of things that are TA and things that are TB, and also that a uni- 
versally quantified conditional such as Vx ((x is TA) (x is TB)) does not 

33 A much later text (Anon. Log.&Quadr. 38 30.16-20) claims that WHs of mode 
1.1 are distinguished from categorical syllogisms in modus Barbara only in that they 
conclude on the basis of hypotheses. 

" Banes, T&S pp. 316-17. Barnes points out that Boethius in HS 1.2.2 makes a 
remark to the effect of non-equivalence of these kinds of sentences. Boethius clearly 
wants to argue that there is a difference between 'man is an animal' and 'If it is a 
man, it is an animal', but I am unsure about the exact point Boethius intends to make; 
and even if the point is the one Barnes assumes, this does not say anything about 
Theophrastus' understanding of WHs some 1000 years earlier. (Boethius does not use 
the Aristotelian way of expressing universal sentences (Every A is B), but the Platonist 
way (A is B), which becomes common only in the 2nd century AD). 
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imply the existence of either T,s or TBS, or of any thing at all. However, 
I doubt that this affects Theophrastus' conditionals in the WHs. For they 
are not defined as the universal closure of an open conditional. They were 
most probably phrased as 

Ei avOpont6; <tarTI>, Cpo'v <crrt> (if <it is a> human being, then <it is an> 
animal) 

and this kind of sentence could have been understood in all manner of 
ways; in particular, I suggest, as: 

If it (i.e. anything) is one of the human beings, it is also one of the animals.S 

Thus understood, a hypothetical proposition 'If it is TA, it is TB' is logi- 
cally equivalent to a categorical proposition 'Every TA is TB'. Both can 
be paraphrased as 'If anything is TA, it is TB; and there are things that are 
TA and things that are TB-' I conjecture then - on the grounds that it is 
compatible with all the evidence and gives a plausible story - that Theo- 
phrastus understood the conditionals in his WHs in this way. A WH of 
mode 1.1 can then indeed be reduced to a modus Bar-bara syllogism. 

It still needs to be determined how the remaining kinds of WHs reduce 
to categorical syllogisms. We do not know how many kinds Theophrastus 
distinguished. But since his theory includes three figures of WHs, we can 
assume that it also provides for several modes in each figure. There are 
two very different ways in which one can imagine the reduction of the 
arguments in the remaining modes. One is very neat, the other very mud- 
dled. Neither is wholly satisfactory, and the following remarks are con- 
jectural only. 

The neat way works on the assumption that all WH modes can either 
be 'reduced' to modus Barbata or to other WH modes that can be thus 
'reduced'. The reduction of WHs to WHs can be conceived of as set out 
in section 1 above. With a conversion rule in place, arguments in modes 
1.9-3.16 are reduced by conversion to arguments in modes 1.1-8. Argu- 
ments in modes 1.1-8 are reduced to modus Barbara. For such reductions 
to be possible, both conversion and the negative components of the con- 
ditionals need to be understood in a particular way. 

35 No examples with terms that denote the empty class have been transmitted; hence 
we have no convenient test case. But the suggested reading finds some support in the 
fact that Philoponus, when giving the conclusion in the scheme for the third figure (in 
Philoponus' counting) writes ?i pnj TO A apa, o068 xi Irv r, 'hence if not A, one of the 
Cs' (Philop. APr. 302.22-23). TO A is here understood as equivalent in form to x1 rv r. 
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The negation particles in the negative components of the conditionals 
have to negate terms, not whole propositions (as Stoic negation does) or 
whole predicates (i.e. term plus copula). Historically this poses no prob- 
lems. Aristotle discussed the negation of terms, and so did Theophrastus.36 
For example, 'Ei ovic &vOpcopr6; <?ot>, OV C60v <E'art>' needs to be under- 
stood as 'if it is a not-human being, it is a not-animal'. Thus the WH of 
type 1.8 'if not-animal, not-human; if not-substance, not-animal; therefore 
if not-substance, not-human' reduces to the modus Barbara syllogism 'all 
not-substances are not-animals; all not-animals are not-humans; therefore 
all not-substances are not-humans.' 

Similarly, the conversion (a&vTiaTpoq) of the conditionals (which is 
required to get WHs of modes 1.9-3.16 down to WHs of modes 1.1-8) 
cannot have been contraposition of whole component propositions, since 
there are no independent component propositions. Conversion cannot be 
a change from 'If P, Q' to 'If not Q, not P', since the conditionals do not 
have the logical form 'If P, Q'. The best way to describe the change from 
'if anything is TA, it is TB' to 'if anything is not TB, it is not TA' would 
presumably be by saying that the terms have been exchanged (avCa0T- 
p?pEtv, &vttaTpEqeiv), and then their oppositions (&vrtiaEtrq) have been 
taken.37 The understanding of the negations in the conversions is deter- 
mined by that of the negatives in the WHs. For the negation in the con- 
version must be of the same kind as the negation by which arguments, 
e.g. in modes 1.1 to 1.8, are distinguished from each other, i.e. term nega- 
tions. Thus 'if it is a cat it is an animal' converts into 'if it is a not-ani- 
mal it is a not-cat'.38 

"I Cf. Arist. APr. I 46, Int. 20a20-3, Top. 113bl5-26. See also Barnes T&S, 314 
and 314 n.2. 

" This assumption is in harmony with Galen, Inst.Log. 6.4, who, when introducing 
the conversion (&vTtGpo(pii) of complex propositions, says that an exchange (6vaxcrpo(p') 
of the terms is required, together with an opposition (av?itOat) of the terms. His 
example is ?i l-tE'pa ?iEar, yio; tatv, which, with exchanged terms, becomes ?i (pd 
crwtv, TIVpa EGTiv; if in addition the oppositions were taken one would get Ei o0) (Iii1) 

(Pk EVTtV, oiUX jigEpa Eniv (the text is corrupt and no example survived here). From 
Galen's definition to contraposition it is only one step: note the chameleon example 
he uses: it is of Stoic origin, and by them interpreted to be of the form 'if P, Q', but 
in its linguistic structure it is identical with Li &vOp(ono; ToIV, 6OOv ?TIV, and thus 
invites term-logical interpretation (cf. also below section 8). It is the Stoics who have 
an avTtTpopi of propositions that equals contraposition, cf. Diog.Laert. 7.76, and my 
Die stoische Modallogik, Wurzburg 1986, 113. 

38 All this is in line with what Aristotle says in the Topics, which Theophras- 
tus knew well. There we have the topos that if one term follows another, then the 
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The muddled way of reduction works on the assumption that some WH 
modes reduce directly to categorical modes other than Barbara. For 
instance mode 2.5 could be reduced to modus Cesares. This goes as fol- 
lows: conditionals of the form 'If <it is> A, <it is> B' are understood as 
'If it is one of the As, it is one of the Bs' and interpreted as equivalent 
to categorical propositions 'Every A is B'. Conditionals of the form 'If 
<it is> A, <it is> not B' are understood as 'If it is one of the As, it is not 
one of the Bs' and interpreted as equivalent to categorical propositions 
'No A is B'.Y9 A WH of mode 2.5 (If A, B; if C, not B; therefore if A, 
not C) is then 'reduced', conditional by conditional, to modus Cesares 
(Every A is B; no C is B; therefore no A is C), based on the assumed 
equivalences. This kind of 'reduction', however, has a very limited appli- 
cation. Conditionals of the form 'If <it is> not one of the As, <it is> not 
one of the Bs' would presumably also be equivalent to 'Every A is B'; 
however, it is hard to say to what sort of categorical proposition condi- 
tionals of the form 'If <it is> not one of the As, <it is> one of the Bs' 
should be equivalent. Still this muddled kind of reduction has the advan- 
tage of being based on the structure (nuXoi) of the arguments themselves, 
as Theophrastus seems to have claimed they would (see above). 

It remains to ask why Theophrastus described the WHs as being 'syl- 
logisms by analogy'. Alexander suggests: 'Theophrastus calls them "by 
analogy", since the premisses are analogous, and the conclusion is anal- 
ogous to the premisses; for in all of them there is similarity'4" (Alex. APr. 
326.10-12). This reason as it stands can hardly have been Theophrastus'.4" 
It holds e.g. equally of modus Barbara. Perhaps we have a distorting 

negation (a&io(paotq, a type of 'vui0Ost;) of the second follows the negation of the 
first, illustrated by the example that if 'animal' follows 'human', then 'not-human' fol- 
lows 'not-animal'. The conversion rule here plainly concerns terms; and the negations 
(ato(paic?t;) are negations of terms. (Arist. Top. 113bl5-27 ai 6vTtOCFEr;T FTTapF_... 

7tr1. .. TCdV (vTa(P Wv a&vaiiaxtv ?i tfo; wCoXox 5 o.Oov ci 6 dvOp onto4 oV, 
\~~~I " VO *(o *(O Ri Y' P . VO * vw - COV T TO 1o1 ,ov oiuc aavOp zo... Tp pV yap av0 t6 TO EiOETcat... t4 pu >7xp @TO 

O0JK U`vOp&no;.... 8iOAV ObV 0 OTI itpO a4T(pO aVTlaTp(pEr... 

31 Cf. Boethius, In Cic. Top., 356 (Orelli/Baiter), who considers a proposition of 
the form 'If <it is> TA, not <it is> TB' as the negation of 'If <it is> TA, <it is> TB'. 

A passage in Epictetus (Diss. 2.20.2-3) implies that some Stoics transformed a nega- 
tive universal statement of the form 'No TA is TB' into a conditional of the form 'If 
something is TA, not: that thing is TB.' 

40 A?7?t ? aVTob; O e?G(ppWTO KQata aVaXoyiaV, cE.1E51 ii TE 7rpOTacEi; &vGXo'yov 
KCd TO atUpEEpaupa Tati; poracreatv v icV &a yap aUTot; 6puot06; UTTIV. 

1' Barnes, T&S, 288 n. 2, is tempted to guess that Theophrastus wrote X&yw 68i 
mctoi; aukkoy1uoiu; cCaTaz &vcakoyiav, meaning 'It is by analogy (i.e. with categori- 
cal syllogisms) that I call them "syllogism"' and that Alexander wrongly took the sen- 
tence to mean 'I call them "syllogisms by analogy"'. I, too, find this tempting. 
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abbreviation of ... . since the premisses and the conclusion are analogous 
to the premisses <and conclusion of probative syllogisms>; for in all of 
them there is similarity <to the premisses and conclusion of probative syl- 
logisms>.'42 We have seen that such a similarity exists at least for the 
cases of WH mode 1.1 and modus Barbara. (Alternatively, the syllogisms 
could be called 'by analogy', since in them, analogous to the case of the 
categorical syllogisms, all propositions are of the same kind.) 

5. An early theory of WHs? Boethius HS 2.9.1-3.6.4 and an anonymous 
scholium 

Boethius's De hypotheticis syllogismis (HS) is the only ancient text that 
provides a detailed presentation of the entire system of BWHs, setting out 
and proving (by reduction) all modes of all figures, and disproving (by 
example) the majority of the invalid premiss pairings which share one 
component. The work is thus invaluable as evidence for the ancient sys- 
tematization of WHs. (My section 1 is largely based on it.) The problem 
is the dating of the theory presented. It is generally and correctly assumed 
that in De hypotheticis syllogismis Boethius drew from more than one source, 
and that some parts of the work show some influence of Stoic or later 
ancient logic. But there are very good reasons for an early, pre-Stoic dat- 
ing of much of the theory of WHs. For example, the main passage shows 
no traces of Stoic propositional logic and the theory seems to predate the 
exposition of WHs in Alexander. In the present section I restrict myself 
to Boethius' systematic presentation of the WHs in HS 2.9.1-3.6.4.41 I list 
those elements in the passage that suggest an early source, and show that 
the passage has a term-logical understanding of WHs. In this way I hope 
at the same time to further substantiate the thesis that the early Peripatetics 
had a term-logical understanding of WHs.4 

42 '' 42. . al T? itpotcxai 
avakoyov K)a To 

(allcEpaop.a Taot ltpotaaOTV (ixt oiv,utep&o- 

iaTI ToV &?tKKTtKOV aT)XXOOYlIo@)V) Ev n%art yap aczrToi; <i.e. Taig ncpotiaYEtv Kac TX lViig- 

EpapTi Tc V C t Odw a oytajidv Kax 6vakoyiav) 6RIot6tni iOTiV (Tac; npoT6aroxv Kat xx 
aurepcxaizatt TXv SEtICT16V COxXXOYsOIIV) 

43 In HS Boethius mentions only Aristotle, Theophrastus, Eudemus and Cicero as 
authors whose views he reports. Cicero can be ruled out with reasonable certainty as 
the source for the parts on WHs. Boethius' focus on all sorts of funny term-logical 
syllogisms that develop from one propositio, and which show some similarity to 
Theophrastus' prosleptic syllogisms supports the view that much of the HS preserves 
pre-Stoic material. 

I For the two brief passages HS 1.6.2-3 and 1.8.6-1.9.1, which also mention WHs, 
see below section 8. 
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Boethius does not call the WHs by any specific, technical, name. In 
particular, unlike most other sources, he does not call them 'wholly hypo- 
thetical syllogisms'. This suggests that Boethius' ultimate source stems 
from a time before 'wholly hypothetical syllogism' became a generally 
accepted standard name for WHs. Boethius simply treats the WHs as one 
of a handful of different types of hypothetical syllogisms. Like Theophrastus, 
but unlike Alexander, he never doubts that they are syllogisms. Another 
peculiar feature which is absent in other later sources links up with 
Theophrastus' prosleptic syllogisms: Boethius often, instead of talking about 
syllogisms, talks about the premiss-pairing, referring to it as propositio, 
i.e. in the singular.45 Boethius' usual way of describing the WHs is by 
saying that its premiss-pairing is constructed or woven together (constant, 
componuntur, texitur) from three terms (termini).4Y 

Boethius tends to present the premiss pairings schematically thus: 'si A 
non est, B est, si B est, C esse necesse est' (HS 2.11.5); and with exam- 
ple: 'si est animal, non est inanimatum, si non est animal, est sensibile' 
(HS 3.2.1); 'si est homo, lapis non est; si lapis non est, non est inanima- 
tum' (HS 2.10.2). By the 'three termini' of such premiss-pairings Boethius 
means terms such as animal, inanimate, stone;47 A, B, C are term-letters 
which stand for the terms from which the syllogisms are thought to be 
composed. The forms of the arguments and of their conditionals are thus 
clearly envisaged to be term-logical. In principle, the conditionals can be 
taken either as 'designator conditionals' (C2), or as 'quantified condition- 
als' (C,) (see section 2 above). Since the numerous examples and schemata 
without exception contain exactly two terms, and never a term for the 
subject of the sentence, I suspect that these conditionals were at least 
originally seen as (implicitly) quantified. 

Boethius' positioning of the negative particles in the conditionals of the 
WHs, too, suggests a term-logical understanding of the WHs. He uses for- 
mulations like 'A non est' and 'non est A' interchangeably. In the first of 
these it is plainly the predicate that is negated; the second is neutral with 
respect to sentence negation and predicate negation.48 Furthermore, the 

11 E.g. HS 3.1.1, 3.2.1, 3.2.3, 3.2.4; generally in the passage propositio means pre- 
miss, and not proposition, cf. HS 3.1.1. 

46 HS 2.10.6, HS 3.1.1 twice, HS 3.6.4 twice. (This recalls ncXo from [Amm] Apr. 
67.28-30.) 

7 Cf. e.g. 'animal, quod est A' (HS 3.1.1), 'si enim sit A animal, B inanimatum, 
C insensitive' (HS 3.2.1), 'si B terminum negat assumptio'(HS 3.3.3 and 5), 'quo- 
quomodo B atque C termini varientur' (HS 3.3.6). For HS 1.6.3 see below, section 8. 

4' However, as the standard positioning of non before est rather than directly before 
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order of figures of WHs in Boethius is the same as Theophrastus' (HS 
2.9.2; 3.1.1, 3.4.2; cf. 1.6.2), and differs from that later adopted by Alexander, 
Alcinous, and Philoponus. Boethius' source is thus closer to Theophrastus 
than to Alexander (see also below). Finally, there are a number of char- 
acteristics in the Boethius passage which show a close connection to 
Aristotle's Prior Analytics, and hence support an early dating, and which 
are absent in the other later sources: the proofs of invalidity of certain 
premiss-pairings by example is modelled on APr. 1 4-6; so are the choice 
of terms in the examples and the frequent indication of necessitas conse- 
quentiae in the syllogisms by phrases like 'by necessity' (e.g. necesse est, 
necessario, ex necessitate, HS 2.9.1-3.6.4 passim.). 

Taking all these points together, I conclude that in Boethius HS 2.9.1- 
3.6.4 we find a tradition of WH syllogistic in which a considerable num- 
ber of features of an early - perhaps first generation Peripatetic - theory 
of WHs are preserved, which are absent in the tradition(s) exemplified in 
authors such as Alexander, Alcinous and Philoponus (for which see sec- 
tions 6-10). 

There is one further text, viz. the anonymous Greek Scholium in Aristotle's 
Organon, which provides a witness to the stage of the theory of WHs as 
we find it in Boethius:49 

Among the hypothetical syllogisms there are first those that come to be from two 
terms that have been connected and those from two terms that have been sepa- 
rated; then the syllogisms that come to be from three terms by means of two con- 
ditionals.... From three terms that have been connected there <come to be> eight 
syllogisms through the repeating of the first term and eight through the repeat- 
ing of the last ... such as in the first mode 'if A, B; if B, C; hence if A, C.' The 

the term indicates, Boethius' negations are not term-negations. The arguments of 
modes 1.2-8 thus do not reduce to modus Barbara syllogisms. If we disregard the pos- 
sibility that Boethius mistranslated his Greek source, and if we assume that Boethius' 
source drew on Theophrastus directly, then Theophrastus cannot have reduced the 
WHs to categorical syllogisms in the 'neat' way, since this method of reduction - un- 
like the 'muddled' way - required term-negations (see above section 4). Since Boethius 
does not mention reduction to categorical syllogisms at all, I prefer to think that an 
intermediate source (e.g. Porphyry, see below) ditched the requirement of reducing the 
WHs to categorical syllogisms, and thereby any possible need for understanding the 
negations as term-negations. 

49 This scholium has to my knowledge rarely been discussed as a source on WHs 
and mixed hypothetical syllogisms; also the fact that it is the closest surviving paral- 
lel to the Boethius passage on WHs has, I believe, so far not been pointed out. The 
terminology of this scholium is amazingly idiosyncratic within the corpus of Greek 
passages on hypothetical syllogisms. 
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figure is the first; for the term which conjoins (aiviyoi;), which is middle, is 
taken twice, and follows in the first conditional but leads in the second.... The 
second figure is the one in which the term that conjoins has the same position 
with respect to each of the terms that are conjoined (auvxvyogC'vwv), insofar as 
it leads in either conditional, except that it is taken affirmatively in one, and neg- 
atively in the other... if A, B; if not A, C; hence if not B, C.... The third 
figure is the one in which the term that conjoins has the same position with 
respect to each of the terms that are conjoined, following in both conditionals, 
affirmatively in the one, negatively in the other, such as in the first mode again, 
which is put together from two affirmative terms that are conjoined: if A, B; if 
C not B; hence if A, not C.f0 (Schol. Anon. Waitz, Aristotle's Organon vol.1, 
p. 9-10) 

Here is a brief list of the similarities to Boethius HS 2.9.1-3.6.4 which are 
absent in other texts on hypothetical syllogistic: the short outline of the 
'mixed' hypothetical syllogism5' provides the most striking correspon- 
dence. It is a close parallel to Boethius HS 2.1.7-2.4.3, 3.10.3-3.11.7, and 
is in fact the only such parallel. Regarding the WHs, 

1. the name 'wholly hypothetical' is absent in spite of juxtaposition of WHs and 
'mixed' hypothetical syllogisms. Instead of a name we are given a descrip- 
tion, in terms of the number of terms involved in the two types of hypothet- 
ical syllogisms, and their relation, and (perhaps) the kind of proposition, in 
the case of WHs. 

2. the order of the second and third figure is the same as in Boethius, and 
Theophrastus. 

3. the general description of the second figure arguments states that the middle 
term needs to be taken once affirmatively, once negatively (cf. HS 3.1.2). 

4. the classification of modes is by means of the permutations one obtains by 
taking the terms (6pot, termini) affirmatively or negatively. 

50 'Ev Toi; bno&TOiK0o; AuXXoyigoi; lproYi viOiV 01 EK 8O0 opwV axV gevow 
i 

6taxLXl4AEcOV, E1TJa O0 EK Tpl&)V OVO OuVw1I4LcVOt1 OpO)V YiVOVTccI CVIOYtI-o.0.t . LK Sc 

Tptc)V Op03V (YI)VS?jILV(OV OKTl) J?V auxxoytcgolt 8t( Ti-; Ent TbOV IEpOTOV IEiaVO6Sol, O6ITc 

&t ol& Trf; tid i7TEpOV ... otov 6.; ti' Ev6; Tpo'nou ci' T1 A, TO B 1i tO B, T6 I *Li t6 

&? A apa, T1 r. T0 nafix nperov. 6 yAp wuv&ywv Opo; ooo; ?TI 8'.; ?5aj43avO6cvo;, 

XliYyO.v ti1v ?v TCi) irpo)T?plq1 CYOVIlARV(I) fryo{?VO; E ?V tv .. 8ELuTELP(...... SLUtEpOV S' 
I T , , , , 11 I I I V I . I I 

crxfga EV C) 0 auvayOV opo; TflV (X)JTTV ?XEI aXEGtV 7tPO5 LaTEpOV TOWV O1)VayOgVO)V 

KIc(0 lyEttcLt ?V EKaTEpq, OVAEVJiRi , 7EXiV E'V jiEV T^) ETEpq KQTC(TtKj)S ?V S? T&) ?TEp 

aoPaTtKiiOq ... Li TO A, To B- ?i O) TO A, TO F Li OVt To B apac, TO r.... Tpitov oxi'a 
LV 0 o 0 TVa'YWV oPo; tTlV JIEV a(X)TTlV ??XE CXEG(IV iEpO; EKaTEpa TOWV CFJVW(YOJEV(OV, XiyyOv 

SE ?V EKatEpX T03 rn)V7fltAEVp K(aTwpatlCTwK TL KTE a1toXpaTlKj), OIOV O Etti ?VO0 TpO6EO0 

nacXtV lW KotCataTIKO)V TOV ouVayOcV(V OpV OUVEatctO; i tTO A, TO B Ei t Fr, 0 tb 
B Li TO A apa, ov6 t0 r. 

Reading opwv for opoi. (ms) in line two; alternatively perhaps K tpt&)v [8]oJ 

TX)V51ggV(I)V Opo)v. 

5' I have not quoted this part of the scholium. 
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This scholium thus belongs to the same tradition of WH syllogistic as 
Boethius.2 The pre-Stoic theory of 'mixed' hypothetical syllogisms, the 
Theophrastean order of the figures, and the absence of the names 'wholly 
hypothetical syllogisms' and "'through three" syllogisms' seem, again, to 
be remnants of an ultimate source that is early Peripatetic. (However, as 
we will see in section 8, the author of the scholium gives the WHs a 
propositional-logical interpretation.) 

As to this ultimate source and the intermediate transmission we can 
only speculate. One possibility would be this: Boethius draws on Porphyry 
(possibly via a later commentator) either on parts of a commentary on the 
Prior Analytics or on a work on hypothetical syllogisms. Porphyry in turn 
draws from and elaborates on a work by Theophrastus, presumably his 
Prior Analytics. At least this hypothesis tallies with our scanty historical 
information: 

1. Porphyry wrote commentaries on the Categories and the De Interpretatione 
(and often disagrees with what Alexander says in his commentaries). 

2. he read Theophrastus' On affirmation and negation and wrote a commentary 
on it. 

3. he follows Theophrastus' view on a number of issues in categorical syllo- 
gistic. 

4. Theophrastus wrote about WHs in his Prior Analytics. 
5. Boethius draws a lot on Porphyry. 

We can infer with some plausibility that Porphyry read and knew Theo- 
phrastus' Prior Analytics (2, 3); hence that he knew Theophrastus' view 
on WHs (3, 4); that Porphyry studied and wrote about syllogistic (3); that 
Porphyry may have written on Theophrastus on WHs (1, 2, 3, 4); and that 
Boethius may have drawn from Porphyry's writings on Theophrastus on 
WHs (5). The anonymous Greek Scholium (Waitz) would then present a 
late systematic summary of Porphyry's writings on WHs, perhaps via 
intermediate sources. 

6. Ambiguity: Alexander APr. 326.22-328.2 

The next part of the story is found in Alexander APr. 326.22-328.2, a 
passage which provides a self-contained outline of a theory of WHs. with 

52 M. Maroth, 'Die hypothetischen Syllogismen, Acta Antiqua 27, 1979, 407-36, 
suggests a Greek source for Boethius' HS on the basis of some Arabic parallel pas- 
sages which are taken from the Greek. 
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continuous emphasis on its similarity to categorical syllogistic. This out- 
line presents, as it were, an 'updated' version of Theophrastus' theory.53 It 
features a couple of changes: terminologically, there are distinctions between 
'categorical' and 'hypothetical' arguments and between 'categorical' and 
'hypothetical' premisses; systematically, the order of the second and third 
figures of WHs has been reversed. I assume that this theory was not devel- 
oped by Alexander himself, but that he draws - with approval - from an 
earlier source,54 which considered the conditionals in the WHs as univer- 
sally quantified propositions. 

The WHs are called 'wholly hypothetical', since in them <besides all 
the premisses> also the conclusion is hypothetical (Alex. APr. 326.22-4). 
A basic wholly hypothetical (BHW) consists of two hypothetical pre- 
misses and a hypothetical conclusion,55 which are conditionals presented 
in the general, standardized formulation 'if <it is> ?TA. <it is> +TB', where 
terms (opot) will take the places of TA and TB, and the addition of 'it is' 
(?oti) is optional.56 Examples are 'If it is an animal, it is a substance', 'if 
stone, not animal', 'if not rational, non-rational'. In addition to examples, 
we are given schematic presentations, which instead of terms have term- 
letters A, B, C,57 e.g. 'If A, B', 'if not A, C'. I assume that the condi- 
tionals can be parsed as 'If anything is/is not TA, it is/is not T"'. 

The conditionals of these BHWs thus do not have logically indepen- 
dent component sentences as antecedent- and consequent-clauses. The log- 
ical properties and relations which characterize this system of WHs can 
therefore not be expressed in terms of component sentences. Instead, they 
are expressed by means of the properties of and relations between the 
terms of the conditionals. This is done by appropriating terminology from 
categorical syllogistic. TA and TB are called terms (opot). In a conditional 

5 Theophrastus' view on WHs is mentioned both just before and just after this 
passage: Alex. APr. 326.20-2 and 328.2-5 (also 326.8-10). 

5 My main reason for this assumption is that in Alexander we also find elements 
of later views on WHs (see below sections 8 and 9). The assumption that the theory 
in Alex. APr. 326.22-328.2 is still relatively early finds support in the facts that the 
terminology is purely Peripatetic; that there are no traces of Stoic logic in the pas- 
sage; that xpo6xaat; is used to refer to premisses, not propositions; and that the WHs 
are defined in terms of their premisses and conclusion (Alex. APr. 326.22-4), not their 
constituent propositions (as e.g. Alcinous has it, see section 7). 

5- utOrE'tucait tpota'art; Alex. APr. 327.2-3, inorEotsov ougnpEpaaga Alex. APr. 
326.23-4. 

56 Alex. APr. 326.24-5, 327.12-13; 19-20. 
7 Alex. APr. 326.22-3, 36-7, 327.11-12, 17-18. 
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'If ?TA, ?TB' term TA is said to be at the beginning (a`pXcatcl) or to pre- 
cede (iyyoiat), or to be the preceding term (iiyoi'gcvoq 0pog, or simply to 

i'yo ,u?vov) - ViZ, relative to TB;58 term TB is said to be at the end (Xfyetv) 
or to follow ('C'ncaOaa), or to be the following term (?i0'gF?voq opo;, or xo 
EntR6-vov), viz. relative to TA.59 Given that there are exactly two terms in 
each conditional, these expressions are unambiguous.60 

The term which two conditionals need to share in order to make up a 
premiss pairing of a BWH is called the middle term (giao; opo;, Alex. 
APr. 326.25-7). The position of the middle term in the premisses deter- 
mines the figure to which the BWH belongs (Alex. APr. 326.27-9). In the 
first figure, the middle term follows in the first premiss and precedes in 
the second; in the second figure, the same term follows in both premisses, 
and in the third figure the same term precedes in both premisses. In this 
account of the figures the negation sign is not considered as part of the 
term. For instance, 'if TA, TB' and 'if Tc, not TB' are regarded as having 
the same term as following term.6' In this case the middle term (TB) is 
said to be taken as following the two preceding terms (TA, TC) in oppo- 
site ways (aVttKE1C'Vo);); i.e. once affirmatively (TB) and once negatively 
(not TB) .62 For the reduction of WHs of modes 1.9-3.16 to modes 1.1-8 
and the construction of WHs of modes 1.9-3.16, their premisses or con- 
clusion need to be converted (&vrltpepOoa). A premiss or conclusion is 
converted if (i) its two terms change place and (ii) each term obtains the 
quality opposite to the one it had (aixv &vti0 ce).63 

58 E.g. Alex. APr. 326.29, 31, 36, 327.8-10. 
59 E.g. Alex. APr. 326.29, 32, 35, 327.8-10. 
60 'Hyo,u'Evov and iito1irvov, etc., are also used in ancient propositional logic to 

refer to the component propositions of conditionals. But note that Aristotle and Alexander 
use these expressions for terms elsewhere. For iTyei-Ocat see e.g. Alex. Top. 193.21. 
Aristotle uses EtEcsOa for 'is predicated of' e.g. in APr. 43b3, 44a 13, 56a20. Alexander 
uses '6taOat and ?in6pRvov for relations between terms passim in Alex. APr. 294-328, 
see below. 

61 'Eie yap ev Toi; IntOOETIKOI; T6O ?in6iEVOV KaT1yopougevou Xp?ccv E?%?, OTicV ?V 

Ttci; 6UO RpOTw3E01 TaiVTO'V ioE6jIVOV XuXgavvran, TO 6eUTEpoV tctta oXigxa (Alex. APr. 
327.5-7; cf. 13-14). This shows that iy'yo$iioevov and 'irnoievov, and the corresponding 
expressions here cannot mean 'antecedent' and 'consequent' in the propositional-log- 
ical sense. For, both in Peripatetic and Stoic tradition (as in modern logic), when two 
conditionals were said to have the same antecedent or consequent, this always includes 
the quality of the proposition. (Cf. also Alex. APr. 327.30-2.) 

62 Alex. APr. 327.7-10; cf. 16-17. Both passages are quoted below. 
63 Alex. APr. 326.27-327.2; 327.23-35. Cf. also Alex. APr. 29.15-18: Fatt 6 cai E'V 
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For the second and third figure we are given a clear distinction between 
2nd or 3rd figure premiss pairings in general, and syllogistic' premiss 
pairings, i.e. those that lead to a BWH.65 Second figure pairings are con- 
clusive 

whenever <the following term> is taken as following each of the preceding terms 
in opposite ways, for instance "if A, C; if B not C". For here the middle term, 
C, is taken as following the preceding terms, A and B, in opposite ways. For this 
reason, if they are taken in this way, it will be concluded "if the one of the lead- 
ing terms, not the other"66 (Alex. APr. 327.7-11). 

In the third figure, 

the following <term>, which has the place of the subject, is the same in both 
propositions. If this is taken in opposite ways, the figure will be conclusive, such 
as "if A, B; if not A, C". For it will be concluded "if not the one of the ending 
<terms>, then the other".67 (Alex. APr. 327.15-18). 

These accounts of valid second and third figure WHs may have been for- 
mulated in such a way as to cover - in one sentence - all the modes of 
the figure: 68 (i) nothing is said about the qualities of the extreme terms; 
(ii) it is left open in which of the two premisses the middle term is neg- 
ative; (iii) it is left open whether or not the conclusion is converted 

I I I I I I I I - ss sE V - E 8 
ltpOTQaL1tV aVTllTpo(pTi OV)V aVTt6EaEt- aVTtaTpE(pet yap Tp "v0pomto; (C6Ov aTtv" 
i1 Xyouaa "TX ptih t;oov ot)& aiv0p(on6; EaTtv". Cf. Galen IL 6.4, discussed above 
section 4 n. 37. Alex. APr. 328.24 uses 6vTtatpFpletv for terms. 

64 The use of nXWotlKT6KOq in Alex. APr. 327.7 is revealing. It suggests that Alexander 
copies the passage from someone who unlike himself (see below, section 9) has no 
qualms about referring to the WHs as syllogisms. 

65 The distinction is not made for the first figure. It must have been something like 
this: a conclusive premiss pairing in the first figure is one in which the middle term 
is taken in the same quality in both premisses (i.e. either twice positively, or twice 
negatively). 

6 C XOytucrmi &E: 11 auouyia, 6v aVTLKEIJIEV(Dx Eir61EVOV KaTEpp TIWV frYOU[LEVp V 

XajgIwKVlct, Otov et TO A, TO r, ?i T6 B, oi TO r; TO yap r Ioco; X-v OpO; avtIVKE1PF'vOV4 
'v11rn Tat o coi; 105 ol41lVO1;, T( T? A cco Tt B. 010 Tccd Oauvxx8tjactc OiOTl;) 

XO9VT(POV t6O ?i O&aupov xxv 6pxovF-vov, ovi OaTpov'. 
67 , I I e 1 I Iww.t 

To yap 7iyOIOAEVOV intoKEIcVOU XC0pav 1%oV EV ag(pOTEpatq Tatc; pOTatiETt TaUTOV 

cOTIV. oTaV tl aV.TtKcqEtlV(q) TOVTO XTjp0j, (alVVKTIKOV EaTal, OIOV ?i tO A, xo B, Ei T0 

A, TO r. auvax%QlcsTat yap, ?i pi o6aTLpOV TW)v xTy6,vrTv, oa, T0pov. 

68 In fact, for full generality, the conclusions would have to be described for the 
2nd figure as 'if the one of the leading terms, the contradictory of the other' and for 
the 3rd figure as 'if the contradictory of one of the ending terms, then the other end- 
ing term'; or else a double negation rule would be needed. (Alexander appears to 
accept such a rule at Alex. APr. 18.6-7.) 
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(relative to the first figure). The discussion of WHs thus comes on three 
levels of generality: the individual arguments, such as the examples given; 
the schematic presentations in form of the modes (sorted according to 
figures); and the general accounts, in ordinary language, perhaps designed 
to cover all arguments in all modes of one figure. The modes of a figure 
could then all be independently produced by using the general account as 
a sort of 'generation rule', and there would be no need for a substitution 
rule. 

The coming into being of second and third figure WHs is explained as 
the result of premiss conversion in first figure WHs.69 However, the par- 
adigm modes chosen for the 2nd and 3rd figures are not obtained by sim- 
ply converting the respective first or second 'premiss' of the first figure 
mode 1.1:7() Rather, the modes selected as paradigmatic (2.5 and 3.4) fur- 
nish the valid arguments in those figures with independent plausibility: 
The second figure embodies the principle that if all things that are TA are 
also TB and all things that are Tc are not TB, then if something is one of 
TA, TC, it is not the other - since otherwise it would be both TB and not 
TB (i.e. a version of the Principle of non-contradiction would be violated). 
The third figure embodies the principle that if all things that are TB, are 
also TA, and all things that are not TB, are Tc, then if a thing is not one 
of TA, TC, it is the other - since otherwise it would be neither TB nor not 
TB (i.e. a version of the tertium non datur would be violated).7' 

The main emphasis of the presentation of the figures lies on their 
correspondence to Aristotle's categorical figures, based on an analogy be- 
tween categorical and hypothetical propositions. Alexander puts it thus: 
"'ending" and "following" are analogous to "being predicated", and "lead- 
ing" to "being subject" ' (Alex. APr. 326.31-2).72 I interpret this sentence 

69 I ,I, 'H y'veotq Oai ?Ep EV ToIS KaUTflOptKO45 T O?V8pcp 
ici tpitp 

oPixaT ato& TdV 

&V'Ttpoq,Odw rV UOV xiV UTpOnP 1rpOTcE(0V, OiSTro 8E Kiat ?V TOUTOt; <i.e. the WHs>. 

(Alex. APr. 327.21-3) 
70 In that case, we would expect 'if A, B, if not C, not B, therefore if A, C (there- 

fore if not C, not A)' for the second figure and 'if not B, not A, if B, C, therefore if 
A, C (therefore if not C, not A)' for the third. Philoponus APr. 302.20-3, in a brief 
passage otherwise close to the one under discussion, simply converts the respective 
first figure premisses in this way - but then gets the conclusions wrong! 

" Relative to their premisses the conclusions of Alexander's basic cases (modes 
1.1, 2.5, 3.4) exemplify consequence (1), exclusion (2), and complementation (3). 

72 &v&XOyov yap 6 piv XIE yEtV 'icE MI oat r4 KanYOpeiaOal, TO 86, ipWeOcal uT 
')71OKEOQ100. 
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as: 'having T, as 'following term' in a hypothetical proposition is analo- 
gous to having T, as predicate term in a categorical premiss; and having 

T, as 'preceding term' in a hypothetical proposition is analogous to hav- 
ing T, as subject term in a categorical premiss.' Thus 'If (it is) A, (it is) B' 
is analogous to 'Every A is B' in the sense that in both cases we have the 
underlying sequence of term letters A, B. 

This analogy in turn leads to the analogy of the three hypothetical 
figures with the categorical ones.73 In Theophrastus, this analogy was 
based on the position of the middle terms in the premiss-pairings. In 
Alexander, the order of the 2nd and 3rd hypothetical figures has been 
reversed. Still, his analogy, too, is based on the position of the middle 
terms. How can this be? The answer is this:74 Some time after Theophras- 
tus and before Alexander the canonical way of formulating categorical 
propositions changed. For example, in Aristotle a universal affirmative 
would have the linguistic form 'A belongs to every B', whereas at 
Alexander's time it would display the form 'Every B is A'." In categor- 
ical syllogisms, in addition to such reformulation of the premisses and con- 
clusion, the order of the premisses is turned round. As a consequence the 
position of the middle terms in the premisses in the 2nd and 3rd categor- 
ical figures has changed, and thus the Theophrastean analogy between the 
categorical and hypothetical figures no longer holds. The parallel between 
the position of the middle terms in the categorical and hypothetical figures 
is however easily reinstalled by simply reversing the ordering of the 2nd 
and 3rd hypothetical figures. And this, I take it, is what as a matter of 
fact motivated the reversal. The resulting new correspondence of the cat- 
egorical and hypothetical figures is this: 

First Figure 

A is B If (it is) A, (it is) B 
B is C If (it is) B, (it is) C 

Second Figure 

A is B If (it is) A, (it is) B 
C is B If (it is) C, (it is) B 

13 Cf. Alexander's use of o"U"t... . (Alex. APr. 326.30) and of ava6oyov (Alex. 
APr. 327.3 and 14). 

7 The answer is given in more detail in my 'Why the order of the figures of the 
hypothetical syllogisms was changed', Classical Quarterly 50.1, 2000, 247-51. 

" Cf. e.g Alex. APr. 348, quoted above, section 4. 
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Third Figure 

B is A If (it is) B, (it is) A 
B is C If (it is) B, (it is) C 

Alexander then connects his analogy between the figures with the reduc- 
tion of the WHs to categorical syllogisms: 

Thus, as the premiss pairings in these figures are similar in this way to those in 
the categorical figures, they should reasonably reduce to them (i.e. to those cat- 
egorical premiss pairings).76 (Alex. APr. 327.20-1) 

This sentence is vague, and it allows for the same general range of inter- 
pretation as was possible for Theophrastus (section 4). (i) The sentence 
could mean that first figure BWHs reduce to first figure categorical syllo- 
gisms, second to second, and third to third. There is no way of doing this 
if reduction implies the derivability of BWHs from categorical syllogisms. 
Hence either 'reduction' here is used in a very loose sense, e.g. as denot- 
ing the fact that the WHs share a superficial structural similarity with the 
categorical syllogisms; or we have a careless logician at work, who per- 
haps just reduced arguments of mode 1.1 to modus Barbara, arguments 
of mode 2.5 to modus Cesares,7 and then - wrongly - assumed the rest 
would work out in a similar way. (ii) The sentence could mean that 
because of the structural similarity the second and third figure WHs can 
be reduced to first figure WHs, as in the case of categorical syllogisms, 
and the first figure WHs then reduce to modus Barbara, e.g. along the 
lines given in section 4 for Theophrastus. This is more satisfactory from 
a logical perspective, but I am not too confident about it.78 

Leaving aside the uncertainty connected with the reduction to categor- 
ical syllogisms, we have in the passage Alex. APr. 326-8 a consistent, 
intelligent, presentation of wholly hypothetical syllogistic, with the condi- 
tionals taken as universally quantified propositions. 

What is remarkable about this passage is how easily it can be read as 
dealing with a piece of propositional logic which discusses arguments of 
the basic form 'If P, Q; if Q, R; therefore if P, R'. The passage thus beau- 
tifully illustrates how a change from a term-logical understanding to a 
propositional-logical understanding of the WHs could have happened. It 

76 T (x -O t1It I I I 
IJ '),K C Ta_ 

' I 
ITct tE O1)V OpOtQt Oct EV TOUTOOIU 4 

IXOKai EV tOi KCXT11YOPIKOt; aXlXOIV 

oboxa 6IKOTO); 'av EUi EKCIV(VX &VaCyOtVrO. 

77 As described in section 4. 
78 The phrase 'and furthermore' (Kic E'it), which introduces the reduction of second 

and third figure WHs to first figure WHs in the next sentence, is not very encourag- 
ing; one would expect 'for' (yap). 
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seems that all one has to do is to take the expression opo; ('term') as 
meaning 'component proposition'. Thus in Alexander's schematic presen- 
tation of the abbreviated conditionals the term-letters A, B, C can be seen 
as standing for component propositions such as 'it is a human being' 
(&v`pono6; iati) which now are seen as containing two terms each - one 
implicit subject term (the designator 'it' which is implicit in the verb) and 
one explicit predicate term (avOpono;). 

Jonathan Bamnes has demonstrated the possibility of such a proposi- 
tional-logical reading by providing an exemplary interpretation of the 
entire passage Alex. APr. 326.22-328.2 in that vein.7" Perhaps I should 
add briefly why, notwithstanding this interpretation, I prefer to think that 
the passage deals with quantified conditionals.`( The main reasons are: the 

In his T&S, see above note 2. 
80 Barnes has in the main adduced three reasons in support of a propositional-log- 

ical interpretation: 
Reason (i): only the replacement of the schematic letters A and B by complete sen- 

tences makes grammatical sense of Alexander's schema 'if A, then B' (Alex. APr. 
326.22-3); and Alexander himself replaces 'A' and 'B' by complete sentences, 'it is 
a human being', 'it is an animal' (T&S 290, cf. 293 n. 2). Reply: the schemata of the 
ancients were not strictly syntactical schemata. What mattered seems to be the paral- 
lel structure between actual examples and schematic presentation of modes. If the 
examples are abbreviated sentences, the schemata may become abbreviated sentences 
when the schematic letters are appropriately replaced; so for instance in the correla- 
tion of the schemata and examples which Alexander gives for the 2nd and 3rd figures: 
ci yap To A, TO r.... oYov ?i av0p(oio;, ICov ... (Alex. APr. 327.11-13, cf. 327.18-20). 
See also Galen, Inst.Log. 14.3. 

Reason (ii): Given that the Peripatetics did not restrict themselves to specific forms 
in the case of 'mixed' hypothetical syllogisms, but aspired to generality ('if P, Q; P; 
therefore Q' rather than 'if Fa, Ga; Fa; therefore Ga'), why should they have restricted 
themselves in the case of WHs (T&S 293-4)? Reply: This is a plausible argument. 
However, if - as I assume - the conditionals were understood as universally quantified, 
this point does not apply: WHs with quantified conditionals are not a subclass of argu- 
ments of the kind 'If P, Q; if Q, R; therefore if P, R', and the Peripatetics therefore 
could not restrict themselves to these. 

Reason (iii): There are some texts which provide examples for WHs which do not 
fit a term-logical mould, but do fit sentential (or propositional) interpretations. Hence 
a term-logical interpretation of the WHs is less plausible than a sentential one (T&S 
294). Reply: This is a compelling reason for assuming that the authors of the texts 
which present such examples have a propositional-logical understanding of the WHs. 
(These texts are all from the 6th AD or later - see below, section 10.) But it does not 
provide sufficient reason for assuming that in our Alexander passage, too, the under- 
standing was propositional. Rather, the change in the kinds of examples may reflect 
a change in the understanding of the WHs, from a term-logical to a propositional-log- 
ical understanding (see below). 
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absence of any exclusively propositional-logical vocabulary and of any 
noticeable Stoic influence; the prominence of term-logical vocabulary; the 
fact that the examples without exception fit a quantified conditional read- 
ing; that they are in fact of exactly the same kind as those in Boethius - 
which are unambiguously term-logical (see section 5);81 and that Alexander's 
first example is taken from Aristotle APr. I 32, where only a quantified 
conditional interpretation makes sense; and last but not least the point 
made above in note 61. 

A different kind of support for the assumption that Alexander (at Alex. 
APr. 326-8) and the early Peripatetics understood their conditionals 'if <it 
is> TA, <it is> TB' as universally quantified propositions, and the WHs as 
term-logical arguments, would be forthcoming if it were attested that Aristotle 
and the Peripatetics had an independent interest in relations between term 
that could be expressed as 'if TA, TB', and which may have triggered or 
fuelled the development of a logic of WHs. There is indeed such evidence. 

In APr. 1 27, in the context of his instructions for producing syllog- 
isms, Aristotle says we must determine, about a subject, what terms fol- 
low it, and what terms the subject follows (Etertat, &KoXovMci, Arist. APr. 
43bl-4). Aristotle specifies this relation of 'following': one must select 
(CKX&7Etv) those terms which follow the subject as a whole, and those 
which as wholes the subject follows (Arist. APr. 43bl 1-17); i.e. TA fol- 
lows TB (in this specific sense) precisely if whatever is TA is also TB. In 
Alex. APr. 295-328 Alexander uses 'TA follows TB' generally in this 
specific sense. Aristotle and the Peripatetics thus had a logical interest in 
the relation of following between terms.82 If one knows which terms fol- 
low which, this enables one to construct categorical syllogisms. How this 
works Aristotle shows in APr. I 27-8, and the commentators extensively 
elaborate on these sections. 

Alexander regards the relation between 'TA follows TB' and 'every TB 

is TA' as one of equivalence.83 He also seems to endorse the view that 
'if. . ., -' means the same as '- follows. . .' (Alex. APr. 373.28-35). It is 

8' Boethius has as schemata for WHs throughout 'si A est, B est', etc., parallel to 
his own examples, and to Alexander's example for the first figure; and Boethius' 
examples are very close to Alexander's. 

82 In APr. 1 27-8 Aristotle uses 'E'ieaOat / cino'gEVOV for relations between terms over 
30 times, and a'KOXOUOiv 4 times. Alexander uses Cs?crOac / i0En6pivov in the specific 
sense (of a term following a term as a whole) over 100 times in Alex. APr. 295-328. 

83 Thus he writes TO B uavTcvi TX A UnrapXov v yap tnOiVOV aTrC (Alex. APr. 319.4- 
5, cf. 319.13 aikkX rltv TO E avrvti T4 H ina'pX?t ? tEat yap WOT4) and Alex. APr. 
325.20 rO ?cv a&yaOov 'E'eaOat 1X aiprT4 (i&v yap aciperov ayaO6v). 
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thus possible that the WHs, as presented in Alexander (and the early 
Peripatetics) were to capture this relation of following between terms; i.e. 
that 'TA follows TB' was regarded as equivalent to 'If TB, TA'i 4 (The tran- 
sitivity relation of 'following' of terms is discussed by Aristotle at APr. 
43b22-32 and Alexander uses in part the same examples in both cases.)85 
Even if there was no direct connection between Arist. APr. I 27-8 and the 
Peripatetic theory of WHs, the extended discussion of the Aristotle pas- 
sage shows that the Peripatetic logicians were used to thinking of terms 
as standing in a relation of following. This helps to explain the predom- 
inance of formulations without a verb ('if TA, TB' rather than 'if it is TA, 

it is TB) and the use of term-logical vocabulary in the theory of WHs. The 
equivalence between 'TB follows TA' and 'every TA is TB' also supports 
the above suggestion that the conditionals 'if <it is> TA, <it is> TB' can 
be paraphrased as 'if anything is one of the TAS, it is one of the TBS'. 

7. From quantified conditionals to designators: Alcinous Didasc. ch. 6 

Historically, the closest parallel to the theory from Alex. APr. 326-8 is a 
short passage in Alcinous Didasc. ch. 6, where Alcinous introduces a three- 
fold classification of syllogisms and presents the WHs and their three 
figures with an illustrative argument for each figure.86 In fact, Alcinous 
reports a further updated, and it seems Platonist, variety of it. First the 
classification of syllogisms: 

Of syllogisms some are categorical, some hypothetical, and some mixed from 
these. Categorical are those in which both premisses and conclusion are simple 
propositions, hypothetical those in which they are hypothetical propositions, and 
mixed those which combine the two <kinds of propositions>.87 (Alc. Didas(. 
158.23-7) 

84 Cf. e.g. Alex. APr. 347.25-9 &tYt 8i i1 KaO6XoX) npo6Taot; "i&v TO inO'pEvOV TtVI 
.,T , ., ,, , Is, , ,. 

Eittat Wal (A) KiVO enTia". eV O? TW "ri avOpn oU OVTO Wv UYTI Kai (4ou OVTO; 

ooi uIs U v 4E Q ITanxi 01 o) aia, ta j 6' & t Lt Ttr t6 o Y _ X vOp OVOlaw ~ CO 8' xTln Vl,T avO(nO ei'nExTMl T'O i -WlT v 
apar ?e7?Tal i1 oikyia etc. I take this passage to discuss relations of consequence between 
terms. The quoted premiss pairing from Arist. APr. 1 32 is shortly after interpreted as 
belonging to a WH (see section 4). 

"S 'Animal' follows 'human being' (as Aristotle himself observed, APr. 43b25-31); 
'rational' follows 'human being' (e.g. Alex. APr. 295.31); 'ensouled' follows 'animal' 
and 'animal' follows 'human being' (Alex. APr. 295.13), which is the same triad as 
used for WH 1.1 in [Amm.] APr. 67.24-30, cf. section 4. 

81 Alcinous' dates are uncertain (cf. T. Goransson, Albinus, Alcinous, Arius 
Didymus, Goteborg 1995, chs. 6-9). Afloruit sometime between the middle of the 2nd 
AD and the early 3rd AD is likely. 

R7 Twv ? crAoy tgov oi j?v ai1t KaTiyyopicoi, oi 6E iUnoOnTtiKoi, oi 6i? IIITol &c 
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This is presumably the earliest surviving passage which provides this 
threefold distinction of syllogisms. The classificatory criterion is based on 
the kinds of propositions the syllogisms are composed of: the WHs are 
defined as those composed entirely of hypothetical propositions - not of 
hypothetical premisses and hypothetical conclusions, as in Alex. APr. 
326-8. This recognition of hypothetical propositions as the components 
of WHs is one important step in the direction of propositional logic. So 
is the fact that they are discussed together with the 'mixed' hypoth- 
etical syllogisms, since Alcinous presents the latter as unambiguously 
propositional-logical. He also classifies the WHs straightforwardly as 
syllogisms. (I surmise that this has something to do with the fact that 
Alcinous, like the Platonists in general, took Plato as authority in logic, 
and that generally a lot of Plato exegesis consisted in finding syllogisms 
employed by Plato in his works. Hence the readiness to accept as syllo- 
gisms arguments or argument forms which Plato himself used.) Here is 
Alcinous' presentation of the WHs, which follows upon a similar one of 
categorical syllogisms: 

We will find Plato arguing by employing the hypothetical <syllogisms> in many 
of his books, but mostly in the Parmenides we find arguments like these: 

If the One has no parts, it has neither a beginning, nor a middle, nor an end. 
If it has neither a beginning, nor a middle, nor an end, it does not have a limit. 
If it does not have a limit, it does not partake in shape. 
Therefore, if the One has no parts, neither does it partake in shape. 

And in accordance with the second hypothetical figure (which most people call 
the third), in which the common term follows the extremes in either premiss, he 
argues thus: 

If the One does not have parts, it is neither straight nor curved. 
If it partakes in shape, it is either straight or curved. 
Therefore, if it does not have parts, it does not partake in shape. 

And in accordance with the third figure (which some take to be the second), in 
which the common term precedes the extreme terms, in the Phaedo he argues in 
effect thus: 

If we acquired knowledge of the equal, and have not forgotten it, we know it. 
If we have forgotten it, we recollect it.88 (Alc. Didasc.159.7-24 Whittaker) 

to&t1v K-TflyOptKO1 pEV, (oV KCXt 'a XiRwTca Ica' Ta 
, 

ucpaTc uXcl ipOti 
TOpOOI,VO?TK16 oi xt VS0TI@ apTvEv mlsoi 6?oiTa ozoka nVV?1v0T?5.l ijndcpxoixnov, 1inoo-roeEt 8oi &' F-, i,ntoOsTtIc(jV ltP0TaW3EOV, RIKTOII & 01.r' 0XU CFA)0OVE1XTIqO'Te;. 

88 Toi); SE IMOeTEtiKO; ELV nOkXoi; toxfoio; ?Cpyaogev epwpwivo1); On alTou, AXatk a 
6' ?V t() rapg?ViS TOITOVO 'LpO1tV"Vav kXOL); Ci A ?%?XEt R'pi TO LV, OU 

I 
Ipx 

-OVT? JLOOV OVUT TLXL)T1V ?%X?- Li AillTC a' PXllV JT?IL g&yo0V nJTjrL TL ?XLVIYV EXEt, OUOL 1CpaI 

LX-I- Li Ji LXL1. nL(pa(, OUSE GXllJiGXtO(iTo T X?Et E i ElaQpa ?il LEXpl JiPl TO LV, O01,) YXllIgaTO; 

ET?%x1. KaTa 6" TO SLUTLpOV VtOLTIKOV oxia, o oi x6TOot TpiTov (poaui, K(XO 'o o 

KOIVO) opo; 5 I(POTEpOI TOI0 aKpOt; nET(al, OUTW) EpO)Ta- El J1l EXEI LEpll TO EV, OVTE 
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Alcinous reports the same change in the order of figures as Alexander 
(Alex. APr. 326-8), and adopts the same order as the latter. He also uses 
the terminology of preceding and following terms in the conditionals. 
Hence both passages appear to belong to the same tradition."9 But, as in 
the case of the classification of syllogisms, there are a number of logi- 
cally relevant differences. Like the Platonizing authors Galen and Apuleius,"' 
Alcinous uses the expression 'shared term' (Kolvo; opo;), instead of 
Alexander's 'middle term' (ga0; opoP); this has the advantage of provid- 
ing a nomenclature equally suitable for all three figures. 

More importantly, the assumed logical form of the conditionals seems 
to have changed: since Alcinous gives no schematic presentation of 
modes, we have to go by his examples on this point. Alcinous has replaced 
the examples modelled on Aristotle's Prior Analytics by examples from 
Plato's dialogues, in order to show that Plato made use of WHs. All the 
conditionals in his -examples share the following general form (C2): 

If S is/is not TA, it (S) is/is not TB-91 

Unlike in Alexander, we here have (explicitly) three terms per conditional; 
in each component clause a generic term as predicate term, and a singu- 
lar term as subject term shared in antecedent and consequent clause. This 
is clearly no longer a quantified understanding of the conditionals. The 
subject term is a designator ('we', 'the one') in its first occurrence, i.e. in 
the antecedent of each first premiss, and it is indicated by a cross-refer- 
ence to that designator in all further occurrences in the same argument. 
Thus the arguments are of form (A2) (cf. section 2), and their three figures 
in their simplest forms would be: 92 

E1)G LOYTIV 01IE aTpo yuXOV el J.tETEXEt jiCxTo0, T E)K ?oTiv i' aTpOyyuXov E a,, pa 
111 ?X?1 hEPri, 01) pLiTEXEl (aY1Tj4ao;. Kai 1Ii1v Kam KMT& To TpiTOV axfwa, ipo; TivoV &? 

&XzTEpov, Kca LO' o tVo1v6 opo; &aPori?pO,v i Tycalt, Ev T4 F)aisOvt oiXTcOq Epca uvcaiiEc 

?-i XaPOIvT? ; tTV TOV) iGoX ElntOt?L11V ? E7tiXAEXflOJica, ?EliTa?iEOEa, Li E L1ttXEXhOAFEa, 

&voijitvroic6jicOa. 
8 That both authors draw from the same theory is also suggested by the same 

classification of 'mixed' hypothetical syllogisms (see Alc. Didasc. 158.16-7 & 159.24- 
9, Alex. Top. 165.6ff & 174.5ff), which, to my knowledge, is nowhere else extant. 

9 Gal. Inst.Log. 7.6 and 7, Apul. Int. 7, pp. 198-9 (Moreschini). 
91 Some of the terms TA, TB are complex, e.g. 'either straight or curved'. 
92 I assume that Alcinous abbreviated his source, and that at the beginning of the 

short passage on hypothetical syllogisms originally we had something like: 'there are 
three figures in the case of the hypothetical syllogisms: the first, in which the com- 
mon term follows the extreme term in one premiss, and precedes it in the other.' cccv 
&E 1J1COOEtKeoV GX'q4tatO)v OVTU)V TpIO)V To tpO)TOV, CCO 0 0 KOtV0 o O pO TUp KIV TO) ('XKPp 
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First Figure 

If S is/is not TA, S is/is not TB 
If S is/is not TB, S is/is not Tc 
If S is/is not TA, S is/is not Tc 

Second Figure 

If S is/is not TA, S is/is not TB 
If S is/is not Tc, S is/is not TB 
If S is/is not TA, S is/is not Tc. 

Third Figure 

If S is/is not TB, S is/is not TA 
If S is/is not TB, S is/is not Tc 
If S is/is not TA, S is/is not Tc 

In section 2 I have outlined two different ways in which the transition 
from quantified conditionals to designator conditionals could have oc- 
curred. Either way, the resulting syllogisms of form (A2) can no longer be 
reduced or reformulated as categorical syllogisms, as those of form (Al) 
could. 

A syllogism of the form (A2) necessarily also has the form (A3) 'If P, 
Q; if Q, R; therefore if P, R'. Whether Alcinous (or his source) under- 
stood the logical form of the WHs to be (A2) or (A3) depends on how he 
understood the expression 'term' (?po;). Since (i) he has just defined opo; 
in the context of categorical syllogisms as parts of propositions, such as 
'man' and 'animal' in 'man is an animal' (Didasc. 158.36-7), and (ii) all 
examples have in fact the form (A2), and (iii) he uses term-logical vocab- 
ulary as he does not in the subsequent description of the (mixed) hypo- 
thetical syllogisms,93 and (iv) he is plainly in the tradition of Alex. APr. 
326-8, opos presumably denotes the (predicate) terms of the conditionals. 
(I suspect that instead of seeing the inferences as dealing with whole 
propositions, the perspective was still that the inferences really deal with 
the relations between predicate terms.) 

We can however see that it would be only a minor step to get from 
(A2) to (A3). It is simply the change of perspective on what counts as log- 
ically relevant components of the conditionals, from the (predicate) terms, 

Eittcan, toi &? iryEritc, cf. Alex. APr. 326.28-9.) Alcinous may have omitted the gen- 
eral description of the first figure deliberately, since it did not fit the three-premiss 
example he takes from Plato. 

93 '0 Kotvo6 OPO;, oi aKpol wOpot, Didasc. 159.15-16 versus To TYOU?Evov, 10 Afryov, 
used of whole, simple, component propositions, Didasc. 159.27-8. 
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to whole component propositions. At the point at which this happens, at 
the latest, a decision about terminology will have to be made. 'Opo; will 
either have to be endowed with a new meaning (Alex. APr. 374), or 
replaced by another expression (Philop. APr. 347), in order to make clear 
that the logically relevant components of the conditionals are now com- 
ponent propositions. 

8. Fusion of Stoic and Peripatetic logic: Alexander APr. 374.21-35 

The first of these options seems to have been adopted - if in a confused 
way - by the author of another passage from Alexander's commentary on 
the Prior Analytics: 

In this way one must proceed also in the case of the argument which has been 
put forward in order to discredit the 'through three' <syllogism>, i.e. the argu- 
ment 'if nothing is, neither is night; if night is not, day is; hence if nothing 
is, day is.' For since on 'nothing is' 'night is not' does not follow simply, but 
'neither is night', one must take the same term as leading term of the second 
conditional, viz. 'if neither is night'. Taken in this way, 'day is' will no longer 
follow. Moreover, taken by itself 'if night is not, day is' is true, but with the 
previous conditional, i.e. 'if nothing is, neither is night', it is no longer true, since 
the middle, which follows in the first conditional and precedes in the second, is 
not taken in the same way in both conditionals. For in the first conditional 'nei- 
ther night' was taken as the same as 'in addition to the other things, neither is 
night' upon which 'day is' no longer follows.94 (Alex. APr. 374.21-35) 

This passage is a comment on APr. I 40, 49blO, where Aristotle distin- 
guishes between the use of terms with or without the definite article: 'pleas- 
ure is (a) good' differs from 'pleasure is the good'. Alexander's point is 
that a similar distinction helps to rebut a piece of fallacious reasoning 
which attempts to invalidate the 'through three' arguments. This attempt 
proceeds by proposing that there is an argument which satisfies the for- 
mal requirements for being 'through three', but which is evidently invalid, 

oi;T(wS Kai LV p cii 8ia4oXv TOV t Sta Tpt&)v pepOJtvwp X6yq rCp "li ?ijL&v crTIv, 

OVO? vVt ?atv, ?i 9ti1 v{4 ?atV, 7 ?Ig?Opa iarw, ci j&v &pa ?nTIV, figitpa ?TIv" XPi 
itoiciv. 'Eic Yiap Cit"nET(X t O gn&V JlVal Oi)X WXO)c TO TIval L1Val VuKta aXXa V718L VIAKTa, 

TOVTOV Xpi Tfi 5uTLpEa; GUVEXEta; OpOV TfO14LVOV kaIVLV TOV ?i gTJ8TO VUt ?cTIVy 

() OILMO; Xtp0OVT OKE'Tt a&KOXO1IOLt Tbo figipav civat. "ETt KAIO QUTO F?V xagpa- 
VO6cVOV TO ?i El V(t V t IV, i>tppa ?atv" &Xr1g &v & ?i IEpOKL1Vp? auVtVg? 
T&) "?i 8OV i(TUV, Oi6i Vi' ?TtV" OVKTl r4 T 6X1 TO O T10 t CaOV T1 iO VOV gEV ?V TZ 

itpOTm(!) VjggEV(p Tfl'O4LV?VOV &? ?V T(p 8VTE?pQ) Ji OJOiOc ?V E' OTpot; xgpVc43cxl 

?Xi(PGq yap EV T(O np('OT() aUVl1ggEV( TO OU6L VUt (0 100V Tcp itpOi TOi4 a)Xi j 
VI)KTa EGLGoQl, J O1JKETl EltLTat TO 7fltEpcLv clvcLt. 
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and thus undermines the assumption that 'through three' arguments are 
formally valid. The argument is 'if nothing is, neither is night; if night is 
not, day is; therefore if nothing is, day is.' (The sophistic argumentation 
works better in Greek than in English, 'day is' (Rpx iativ) and 'night 
is' (v{; iativ) being the normal way of saying 'it is day / night'. Thus 
these sentences are grammatically parallel to existence statements such as 
'nothing is (i.e. exists)'. Of course they differ logically from the latter in 
two essential respects: unlike 'day' and 'night', 'nothing' is not a desig- 
nator, and 'is' in 'it is day' is not existential.) Alexander objects - in brief - 
that the consequent of the first premiss differs from the antecedent of 
the second (since 'neither is night' means 'night, like everything else, is 
not'), and that the argument is hence not a 'through three' argument. 

The component sentences 'it is night' and 'it is day', and the compos- 
ite propositions formed from them, are standard examples from Stoic, and 
later ancient, propositional logic. Another element of Stoic origin in the 
passage is the term for conditional, maxvrugevov, which is used in parallel 
with the Peripatetic one, muvEXtca. (The fact that premisses and conclu- 
sion are expressly called conditionals also shows that they are recognized 
as composite propositions.) Thus, as elsewhere in Alexander,95 we find in 
the same passage the use of two different sets of terminology, which indi- 
cates a fusion of different theories. We can infer that the logicians who 
adduced the argument were acquainted with Stoic or contemporary propo- 
sitional logic. They may have exploited the ambiguities that result from 
the clash of Peripatetic and Stoic logic. (Unlike other standard examples, 
such as 'if Dion is walking, Dion is moving', 'if it is not night, it is day' 
sports the peculiarity that its grammatical structure is identical with that 
of early 'Peripatetic' conditionals in WIHs such as 'If it is not rational, it 
is non-rational.') 

The essential point for us in this passage is that the form of the would- 
be 'through three' argument is treated as propositional-logical, and that 
the expression ?po; is endowed with a new meaning. In the lines before 
Alexander turns to the 'through three' arguments (Alex. APr. 374.21-4), 
he uses opo; to denote terms - just as Aristotle did in the passage com- 
mented upon. Then, however, Alexander uses opo;, or more precisely, 
'preceding term (opos) of the second conditional', in order to refer to a 
whole clause, 'if neither is night', i.e. to the antecedent of a conditional 
(Alex. APr. 374.27-8).96 Similarly, the expression 'follows' ('6tcta) is 

95 E.g. Alex. APr. 262-5, Top. 165-6. 
9* "Opo; may have taken on the general meaning 'component', referring to terms 
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twice used for component propositions, not for terms (Alex. APr. 374.26 
and 34). Thus the form of the argument is envisaged as (A.) 'If P, Q; if 
Q, R; therefore if P, R'. 

What caused this change of focus we can only guess. First, note the 
term-logical vocabulary (&a;ov, etc.), and that the example, like all pre- 
vious ones, at least superficially, still fits a term-logical mould; the author 
of the counter-example may have thought that conditionals in 'through 
three' arguments must have the grammatical form 'if it is TA, it is TB'. 
The passage (unlike Alex. APr. 326-8) shows clear signs of Stoic (or later 
propositional-logical) influence, and this may well explain the altered per- 
spective. If the authors of the counter-example were Stoic, or obtained 
their logical education in Stoic logic, they may have (perhaps deliberately) 
misunderstood the 'through three' arguments as propositional-logical. In 
any event, the passage is the earliest we have which - indubitably - treats 
WHs as propositional-logical arguments. 

There are two further passages which occupy the twilight zone between 
term-logical and propositional-logical WHs: first, a misguided comment 
on Aristotle's Prior Analytics II 4 reported in Philop. APr. 413.8-24, 
which - unusually - contrasts the 'through three' syllogisms with the 
hypothetical syllogisms, reserving the title 'hypothetical syllogism' for 
'mixed' hypothetical arguments. The 'through three' syllogisms are said 
to be so called since they take three terms (oipo;, Philop. APr. 413.21-4), 
but it remains unclear what counts as a ?po;. Equally Philoponus' exam- 
ple for a 'through three' syllogism (a slight adaptation of Aristotle's own) 
leaves one guessing what the Opot in it are: ?i I'oV A XmKoiV OVtO; &vivc 
to B eya civczt, toi &' B geyikXou <6vTo;> ava 'yKT rF g'i clvat Xcrnc6v, aaeat 

toi A 6vto; x1KoX t6 F jr ii clva t Xvic6v. Aristotle used A, B, and F for 
subject terms, but this would here produce 'through three' syllogisms with 
six terms. Thus I translate Philoponus (not Aristotle!) as 'if being A 
(white), necessarily it is B (big), and being B (big), necessarily it is not 
C (white), then being A (white), it is not C (white)'.97 If this gets Phi- 
loponus right, we can infer that the 'OpoI were either whole predicates 

in categorical propositions, component clauses in hypothetical propositions This would 
tally with Alexander's general definition of ?po?, Alex. APr. 14.29-15.1. 

"I This interpretation not only has the advantage of producing a standard 'through 
three' syllogism, there are also parallels to such kind of formulation. Compare e.g. 
Boethius HS 2.8.7 'si cum sit a animatum, est b homo, est c animal,. . . si cum sit a 
animatum, est b homo, non est c equus' with HS 2.7.1 'si cum sit a, est b, est c; si 
cum sit a, est b, non est c'. 
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or - more probably - component sentences, here in genitive absolute and 
accusative with infinitive formulations. 

The second passage is HS 1.6.2-3, where Boethius, in an overview of 
what follows in the work, introduces the WHs. When explaining their sys- 
tematic place between two other kinds of hypothetical syllogisms, he 
states that in the first figure the premisses are expressed as follows: 

(1) "si est A, est B, et si est B, est C", (2) igitur B in utrisque numeratur, (3) et 
sunt tres quidem termini hi, "est A", "est B", "est C"; (4) duae vero conditiona- 
les hoc modo: "si est A, est B, si est B, est C", (5) namque B utrisque commu- 
nis est. 

Here, in (3) whole component clauses ("est A", etc.) are regarded as ter- 
mini, whereas in (2) and (5) the predicated terms (A, B, etc.) seem to 
count as termini. In the later passages which Boethius here anticipates, 
termini are undoubtedly terms (see above, section 4). Thus I believe that 
what has happened here in Book One is this: a later philosopher, famil- 
iar with Stoic-type propositional logic (perhaps Boethius himself), care- 
lessly reinterpreted the term-logical WHs of forms (A,) of the source of 
HS 2.9.1-3.6.4 as being of propositional-logical form (A), and hence took 
'terminus' to refer to whole, independent, component propositions, or 
at least wavered between the two possibilities.98 

A passage in which the author may have interpreted 'term' (opos) through- 
out as 'component sentence' is the anonymous Greek Scholium (Waitz), 
of which I have shown above (section 5) that its ultimate source is an 
early theory of WHs. In the scholium the letters A, B, C stand for 'terms' 
which can be used affirmatively or negatively, e.g. if C, not B (ci tb r, ov' 
To B)." At the end of the scholium the author attaches examples for all 
three figures (to which, in the manner of the later commentators, he refers 
as 'matter' (5Xrj)). These are all unambiguously propositional-logical, e.g. 
'If it is day, it is light; if it is light, the visible things are seen; if it is 
day, the visible things are therefore seen'. Again, I assume that what hap- 
pened is that - at some point in the history of transmission of this piece 
of theory - an initially term-logical theory was re-interpreted in the light 
of the author's acquaintance with propositional logic, and that corresponding 
examples were then attached. 

9 In the only other passage in Book One of HS in which Boethius mentions WHs 
(HS 1.8.6-1.9.1) his termini are terms, exemplified by letters A, B, C (HS 1.8.6). 

9 See the quotation of the passage in section 5. 
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9. Interlude: A brief note on the inferential status of WHs in Alexander 

Alexander is the first of whom we know with certainty that he used the 
names 'wholly hypotheticals' (6i iotku vinoOtico'i) and 'through three' (ta' 

Tpiov) for the WHs. (The name 'through three' developed from an abbre- 
viation of the general description of the BWHs as arguments or syllogisms 
composed from three terms.)")' He treats the 'through three' arguments as 
a subclass of the wholly hypotheticals (e.g. Alex. APr. 326.8-9), and as 
valid. We do not know whether Alexander contributed any original ideas 
to the theory of WHs; but he seems to have had strong views about their 
inferential status. In all other sources which talk about arguments that are 
'wholly hypothetical' or 'through three' they are marked out as syllo- 
gisms: they are wholly hypothetical syllogisms. This is not Alexander's 
view. For him, the WHs are arguments (Xoyot), and valid,"" but not syl- 
logisms, or at least not syllogisms proper (a X).'' He provides in his 
commentary on the Prior Analytics three different necessary conditions for 
syllogismhood, which may reflect a development of the Perfpatetic concept 
of a syllogism; and he claims, or at least implies, that none of them is 
satisfied by the WHs. 

The strictest (and perhaps earliest) condition requires that the premisses 
of a syllogism have the right form. The right form includes that they are 
probative (&1KIttli;)."()3 The context of the passage suggests that this 
criterion is satisfied precisely by the categorical syllogisms."4 The WHs 
fail, because they do not have probative premisses. A second necessary 
condition requires either that a syllogism is a categorical syllogism or 
that at least one of its premisses is backed up by a categorical syllogism.'"5 
If this criterion is taken to be sufficient for syllogismhood, 'mixed' hypo- 
theticals come out as syllogisms because of their assumed dependency on 
categorical syllogisms. WHs do not, since they are neither categorical 

'? Cf. e.g. Boethius, HS 3.1.1, Philop. APr. 413.21-4 and the anonymous Greek 
Scholium (Waitz). 

'?' Thus he says that the 'through threes' are sound (irytuq, Alex. APr. 265.16) or 
conclusive (iotpaivovrg, Alex. APr. 390.14), or that the conclusion follows from 
necessity (etC a'va&(cs, Alex. APr. 348.9-11, 17-18). Alexander produces no reason for 
their validity except that he implies that Aristotle says so in APr. 1 32 (Alex. APr. 
348.9-11). 

102 Alex. APr. 265.17, 19-20; 330.28-30; 348.12-13; 390.10-13. 
'10 Alex APr. 348.16, in part discussed above, section 4. 
'04 Similarly suggested at Alex. APr. 265.13-16, where the iUi-ap4,tq condition (see 

below) seems to be a necessary but not sufficient condition. 
'05 Alex. APr. 390.14-19. 
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syllogisms nor do they have any categorical premisses that could be 
backed up by a categorical syllogism. A third necessary condition requires 
that a syllogism demonstrate that something belongs (ui)a1pXet) or does not 
belong (to something).'06 This criterion concerns the conclusion of a syl- 
logism. The WHs fall short, since they do not - unconditionally - state 
that something does or does not belong. We encounter this criterion also 
in a more technical, perhaps later, formulation: the WHs are probative 
not of a belonging ("6itap~tq) but only of a consequence (CK0oXoxOkx).107 
Here we have a positive description of what is validly inferred in the WHs, 
and thus implicitly the acknowledgement that something of a specific 
kind is inferred. With this criterion, the 'mixed' hypotheticals become 
proper syllogisms since they demonstrate a belonging (Unxptt;); they seem 
at this point recognized as valid because of their own particular form. This 
focus on the form of the 'mixed' hypotheticals, together with their inde- 
pendence from the categorical syllogisms, opens the door for the WHs 
to become accepted as syllogisms as well: they, too, have their validity 
because they have particular valid forms which make them the kind of 
arguments they are. But Alexander does not consider their form as 
sufficient for syllogismhood. He tries to be faithful to Aristotle's view (or 
what he takes it to be). We can infer that he did not yet regard the WHs 
as being of the same general sort of arguments as the 'mixed' hypotheti- 
cal syllogisms. 

10. Propositional logic at last: Philoponus APr. 243.11-36; 244.13-26 

At some point in antiquity the WHs received an unambiguous proposi- 
tional interpretation. It is hard to say when and where exactly this hap- 
pened. The best evidence for the fact that it happened are examples for 
WIs which do not allow a term-logical interpretation. This criterion pro- 
vides two passages from late antiquity (Philop. APr. 243.11-36, 6th AD; 
Scholium in Amm. APr. XI.1-6, 6th AD or later) and some passages from 
Byzantine logic.'08 These passages seem all to belong in the same general 
tradition. The longest, presumably earliest, and most informative one is 
Philoponus. It forms part of a self-contained digression of several pages 

'" Alex. APr. 265, 347-8. The criterion is based on Arist. APr. 1 23 40b23-4. 
107 Alex APr. 330; cf. the Latin Scholium (Minio-Paluello) and Philop. APr. 302. 
108 The earliest of these is Anon. Log.&Quadr. 38 30.16ff, dated 1007. On the 

Byzantine sources for wholly hypothetical syllogisms cf. K. Ierodiakonou, 'Medieval 
Traditions'. 
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on hypothetical syllogistic.""' This digression starts with a juxtaposition of 
Stoic and Peripatetic logical terminology (Philop. APr. 242.18-243.10). Thus 
the author is familiar with Stoic logic. The theory given and terminology 
used thereafter are however purely Peripatetic. Philoponus' discussion of 
WHs displays many similarities to the tradition of WHs we found in Alex. 
APr. 326-8, Alcin. Didasc. ch. 6, and in Philop. APr. 302.6-23.t"" It is evi- 
dently a later development of this theory. Apart from the above-mentioned 
fact that some of the examples do not fit a term-logical interpretation any 
more, there are a number of further noteworthy modifications. 

Neither Philoponus nor any of the later sources voices any doubt that 
the WHs are proper syllogisms. From Philoponus we can infer that this is 
a conscious change from Alexander. Philoponus defines syllogisms dis- 
junctively as those which (1) either demonstrate that something is or is 
not, or (2a) that if something is, something is or something is not, or (2b) 
that if something is not, something is or something is not.'"' Syllogisms 
of type (1) demonstrate a belonging or being the case (i'iraptt;), those of 
type (2) a consequence (a&oXo uOt)."'2 Thus whereas Alexander used the 
bnappt; / acKokoxOka distinction in order to exclude WHs from syllogism- 
hood, Philoponus explicitly includes syllogisms with a 'consequence' as 
conclusion. 

The 'wholly hypotheticals' and 'through three' are then defined as the 
syllogisms of type (2)." The 'wholly hypotheticals' are so called, because 
all the premisses (or propositions) introduced in them are hypothetical."4 
There are two changes in the account of the name 'through three': the 
WHs are called 'through three' because they conclude through at least 

11' The Anon. Log.&Quadr. and the other Byzantine texts provide a comparable 
overview of syllogistic, and the Scholium, in a different way, too. 

11" E.g. the two names 'wholly hypothetical' and 'through three, the explanation of 
the name 'wholly hypothetical', the explicit requirement of a shared component in the 
two premisses. 

... A6aojiev 6? kXotr6v bcS btatp?aeo? rTa& rT Tdv iXno0enTtIxv auXXoyta>IWv. XaOo?u 
na; a XkoytajiOq 1 TO E?(TtV j TO O U0K ECT1 EICKVIGtV, Tj TIVO( OVTO; Ti EOTIV fl Tt OUK 

WMTIV, f TtVO tTI OVTOq Tt E?TIV Tj Tt OK ?WTMv. 

112 The terminological distinction 6otap4t; / &ioXoxOia is not made in the definition, 
but later at Philop. APr. 244.13-26, where Philoponus distinguishes 'mixed' hypothet- 
ical syllogisms from the WHs. 

Ot PiEV OOiV tIVO; OVTO; `l OVTO516 ro; Ti a(TIV 1i Ti O)K E(TT 8r?tKVlVTE;, OUTOt KcLX- 

o1)vcaLt &1a TpIwV Kcat 6t' 6oX.v irnoOwTiKoi, Philop. APr. 243.13-15. 
At4 At' oXov jiEv, OTI. 1t&aat ai napaXagtavo6JEva lpOTtaXEtq bJolOTtKcaI, Philop. 

APr. 243.15-16. Shortly after (Philop. APr. 243.32-5) the syllogisms are said to be 
wholly hypothetical because their conclusion is a consequence. 
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three hypotheses. "5 Thus first, the 'through three' arguments are no longer 
regarded as a subclass of the wholly hypotheticals, but as co-extensive 
with them."6 Consequently, as they must then include 'complex' wholly 
hypothetical syllogisms as well, we have the addition of 'at least': they 
conclude from at least three, perhaps more, components."' 

The second modification is more significant: instead of 'three terms (opom)' 
Philoponus says 'three hypotheses (U7Lo0?ar1;)'. This is another indication 
of the progression from term logic to propositional logic: the essential ele- 
ments of the WHs are no longer seen to be terms, but hypotheses. In line 
with this alteration in the account of the 'through three' arguments, when 
presenting his wholly hypothetical syllogistic, Philoponus uses 'hypothe- 
sis' where Alexander and Alcinous used 'term'. A hypothesis in this con- 
text is the component sentence of a conditional.' 8 We have noticed above 
that, at the point when the change to a propositional-logical understand- 
ing occurs, ideally an expression would be needed to denote the compo- 
nent sentences of the conditionals; but the use of the word 'hypothesis' in 
this function, i.e. for both antecedent and consequent, is peculiar and 
seems unparalleled in ancient texts.' 9 Whoever introduced it must have 
been looking for a suitable replacement for 'term', since they felt that 
'term' was an inadequate expression for component sentences. Hence opo; 
can hardly have been an established term for 'component sentence'. 

The theory of WHs is then as follows: The definition of WHs as syl- 
logisms of type (2) (see above) serves at the same time as a new classificatory 
scheme. It identifies four types of WHs by way of the forms of their con- 
clusion: (i) If P, Q; (ii) if P, not Q; (iii) if not Q, P, (iv) if not Q, not P. 

6 6ia& TprI)V 50, 6t rxo0XIa%t(ov OTtO oi auxxoytapoi atl tpt&)v i nOaeov 
ntrpaivovTat, Philop. APr. 243.16-17. 

116 Cf. the Scholium in Amm. APr. XI.1-2, bo XFy6sevo; St& Tptpi)v KWai ' 6kou 

'Uno&_?1uk0 <i.e. auXXYoytrg0'>. 
"7 I assume that this is the result of a misunderstanding of the extensional relation 

between 'through three' arguments and wholly hypotheticals, and a subsequent adap- 
tation of the explanation of the name, to make it fit. 

"I Cf. e.g. Philop. APr. 243.17-19, text quoted below. 
"9 One might have expected the use of 'hypothesis' in lieu of 'hypothetical propo- 

sitions' (cf. Arist. APr. 50al6-28); but - as K. Ierodiakonou (in her 'Rediscovering 
some Stoic arguments', in P. Nicolacopoulos, ed., Greek Studies in the Philosophy and 
History of Science, Dordrecht 1990, 137-48) at 138 rightly argues - this is not borne 
out by the text. The wholly hypothetical syllogisms are said to conclude (tFepaivetv) 
from at least three hypotheses, and if the hypotheses were whole conditionals, this 
would not be true. For the same reason, the other plausible understanding of 'hypoth- 
esis', as denoting the antecedents of the conditionals only can be ruled out. Both points 
are also clear from APr. 243.17-19, quoted below. 
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In accordance with this fourfold distinction, Philoponus presents four 
examples, perhaps based on Plato's Phaedrus,'2" in the order introduced 
by the definition. They can be schematically represented as: 

If P, Q If P, Q If not P, Q If not P, Q 
If Q, R If Q, R If Q, R If Q, not R 
If P, R If R, not S If not P, R If not P, not R'2' 

If P, not S 

This fourfold distinction is the only classification given. There is no men- 
tion of figures of WHs. The examples are all in the first figure.'22 This is 
a characteristic of the sources which present a propositional-logical under- 
standing of the WHs.'23 The philosophically most interesting bit of the 
passage is the following, which provides some information about the con- 
struction of WHs: 

For instance, I want to show that the hypothesis which says 'god is good' is fol- 
lowed by 'the all is etemal'. Since I want to show that these two hypotheses 
follow each other,'24 it is wholly necessary to establish this through something 
else. For if we assumed just it itself, we would postulate the initial point again. 
We then need several hypotheses or at least one other hypothesis through which, 
as intermediate, we will connect these with each other; so that we may, for 
instance, say: 'if god is good, he brings about good things. If he brings about 
good things, he brings about eternal things. Therefore, if god is good, he brings 
about eternal things."2" (Philop. APr. 243.17-24) 

This suggests the following general method for proving a conditional 'If 
?P, ?Q': one picks a hypothetical proposition that one wants to prove, i.e. 

120 Cf. Phdr. 249a. Log.&Quadr. 38 p. 30.20-23 provides a very similar example 
of a WH in mode 1.1. 

121 The examples for the third and fourth type are given in one go, and thus run 
into each other; but their separate reconstruction is easy. 

22 One could easily integrate 2nd and 3rd figure syllogisms into this new scheme: 
e.g. the syllogistic form 'If P, Q; if not R, not Q; therefore if P, R' would belong to 
the first of Philoponus' categories. 

123 With the examples in the anonymous Greek Scholium being the exception. 
124 'Each other' is strange. Perhaps Philoponus gives only part of a longer argument- 

ation. But cf. Galen Inst.Log. ch. 14 for biconditionals with the linguistic form 'If P, Q'. 
125 OIOV IosUo,at g ?tata OTt Tn 1l00EoEaE1 tfn XEyOVUGF WyaOov erva t t6v Ocv 

alKoO;U6OL? TO &i8tov elvat TO r&v. 'Eint6ni oibv 6ivo Tai'Tac tio0Nactq Piokoiau 86&cai KAU0 To a * A 

Enog vac &XaXAXat;, naica &v&yri 8t' rTpos -riOVTO KaTa?aaKLu6aal ?1ri ?1i aYrO6eV toiTO 

X&Plev, T'O iv &pxfi nairXtv aitrlz6o,eOa. O1coiov xpcia iT,utv 7EXC&6V ij Toi'X&XItov 

axXXi1 ii&a; )IEOOReoGEC, St' i; gE, TaDuaq &XaXijal; lUVavoIEv olov vta EIiEw1iEv 

o.tox, "E, , O.o 6yaOO;, &yaO otei El & 6 notct, ,LI noti . 6 .OLOE; 'a,pa .yao ;,, 

a,i&8a lrotEi". 
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the demonstrandum. One then needs to find intermediate simple proposi- 
tions ('hypotheses') ?RI ... +?R such that 

If ?P, ?R 
If ?R,... 
If.. ., ?Rn 

If ?Rns, ?Q 
If ?P, ?Q 

This approach, although not present in earlier sources on WHs, is thor- 
oughly Peripatetic, modelled on how one finds a syllogism for a 'prob- 
lem' (ip6oXrjgo) in categorical syllogistic (cf. Arist. APr. 1 26-30).226 The 
examples are Platonic or Christian (but certainly not Stoic) and the ter- 
minology is entirely in the Peripatetic-Platonist tradition (lLp6Ta-c1;, icaTa- 

GKeia4ctv), and thus not Stoic either. 
There is no longer any talk about reducing the WHs to categorical syl- 

logisms, and indeed this would be surprising, given that arguments of the 
form 'If P, Q; if Q, R; therefore if P, R', etc. cannot in any straight- 
forward manner be reduced to categorical syllogisms.'27 At this point 
the story I intended to tell comes to an end. We have reached a stage 
where the WHs are evidently understood as having a propositional-logical 
form. '28 

The Queen's College 
Oxford 

126 Anon. Log.&Quadr. 38 p. 30.16ff talks explicitly about the npo6kita. 
127 In this context it is odd that Anon. Log.&Quadr. 38 p. 30.23-6 (similarly 

p. 30.17-19) claims that a WH (in the first mode of the first figure) differs from a cat- 
egorical syllogism in the first mode of the first figure only in its hypothetical form 
(OiVro; iV OVV Eo V Tav npunpq Tp07 TOV lpdxOro oxilwxuTo; TeV KaT1YOPtK&)V XXLoytcrOiCv 

6vaxpaivrtac go'vq TW ihloOETtKx 8taoXX&Xtv). For the example given belongs to propo- 
sitional logic and such arguments can only with considerable logical contortions be 
reduced to modus Barbara; cf. Barnes, 'T&S', 313-318 for an heroic attempt, based 
on Brentano. 

128 I would like to thank the editors for their meticulous editing of the piece; Paolo 
Crivelli for helpful notes on parts of an early draft; and especially Jonathan Barnes 
for incisive and insightful comments on the penultimate draft. 
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